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Pat Robertson
Warns Orlando
of Hurricanes,
Meteor
VIRGINIA
BEACH,ofredemp—
Va. (AP)
—Calling
it
amessage
tion,
religious
broadcaster
Pat
Robertson
said
one
of
Florida‘s
biggestcities
should beware
ofhur—
ricanes
after
allowing
"Gay
Days."
Gay event
organizations
sponsor
the
annual
in
Orlando,
with
flags
of a rainbowutilitydesign
flying from
downtown
poles.
"I would
warnthe Orlando
that
you‘re
right
in
way
of
some
serious
hurricanes,
and Iflagsdon‘tin
think
I‘d
be
waving
those
God‘s face if I—~were you,"

Coordinator
Says Vote is
a Shame

More. Pride event pictures on
pages 6 and 19.
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Everybody Came!
making
this celebration an| eventto pictures
takenprovide
and board
thewithboatan
by Ira L. King
that
would
them
remember.
TINStaffWriter
ofcompany
sultry andentertain—
weather and _
_ Festivities
wereboatstarted
off by evening
the
annual
Pride
ride.
Unlike
wonderful
There‘s
nothing
so
rare
as
aday
VincentAstorgaily
stroked
year,ofpeopleboardedtheIsland
this event was a sellout! ment.
in JuneMemphis
— especially
aInc.Gaytrulydayputin last
Scores
the
calliope
as
passengers
June.
Pride,
boarded.
Queenbetween
for an evening
cruise along
ononstrated
aparty"Unity
withapurpose
thatdem— ~ and
the
Tennessee
and
A delightful
jazzonduothe enter—
in
Community"in
tained
passengers
mainto
Arkansas
shores
oftheMississippi
producing
this
year‘s
Gay
Pride
River.
Gay
couples,
drag
queens,
deck
as
the
boat
headed
north
Parade
and
Festival.
It
was
pain—
and thetheirpurely
the "M"Partyonpage
shaped bridge10
fully
obviousthat
muchgone
time,intoef— entertainers
gathered to have
bon curious
voyage sail under
See Pride
fort and
energy had
We Gave a Party,

j: Robertson said June 8 on The 700
Club, the Christian Broadcasting
Network talk show.
Robertson also said the wide—
spread practice of homosexuality
"will bring about terrorist bombs;
it‘ll bring earthquakes, tornadoes
and possibly a meteor."
Robertson said his warning "is
not a message of hate. This is a
message of redemption."
Mitch Rosa, president of Hamp—
ton Roads Pride, a regional Gay
rights group, laughed when he
heard of Robertson‘s remarks.
"I feel sorry for him, I really
do," Rosa said. "If he‘s worried
about a hurricane, he should worry
first about his own roof."
See related story on page 4

Southern Baptists Ask Congress to
Nullify Clinton‘s Executive Order
by his church,"Drakesaid.
_ Associated
By KristenPress
Moulton
to the Bible
and contrary withClinton‘s
homechurchchurch
is.
Writer contrary
tomoraltraditional
Judeo—Christian
Immanuel
Baptist
in
Little
standards,
and
the
open
af—
SALT
LAKEBaptists
CITYvoted
(AP)June— firmation of homosexuality repre— Rock,HerbArk.Hollinger,
* vice president
The
Southern
sents
a
sign
ofGod‘s
surrendering
in thechurch‘s
executive
commit—
11 to ask
Congressorderto nullify
Presi— a society to its perversion."
dent
Clinton‘s
prohibiting
tee,
said
it
would
have
been
ex—
The
resolution
said
government
tremely
unusual
for
the
discrimination
against
civilian
fed—
should
not
give
special
legal
pro—
to suggest
that a lo—
eral
employees
because of their tection and endorsement to homo— denomination
cal
church
discipline
a
member.
sexual
orientation.
sexuality,
nor
should
it
impose
"I‘ve never heard
ofit. Ithewould
_ Delegates
at thedenomination‘s
legal sanctions
againstconduct
those who
annual
convention
rejected
by
be
anti—Southern
Baptist,"
said.
believe
homosexual
im—
Each
local
Southern
Baptist
~1,071
votes
to
1,005
an
amendment
moral.
is autonomous.
that
would haveBaptistcongregation
asked Clinton‘s In signing his executive order, church
own
Southern
It
was
Drake
whoproposed
an
Clinton
said:
"Individuals
should
amendment
on
June
10
that
would
totheconsiderdisciplining
him
unless
not
be
denied
ajob
on
the
basis
of
presidentorder.rescinds his May 28 something that has no relationship have
cited affirming
Clinton Bbythatnamein
a
executive
resolution
immoral
to
their
ability
to
perform
their
Clinton‘s executive
order
added work."
behavior
by publicThe
officials
should
not
be
excused.
resolution
homosexuals
to
the
list
of
groups
The
defeatedamendment
was
protected
from discrimination.
overwhelmingly;
=
proposed
by theCalif.,
Rev. Wiley
Drakehe passed
amendment
was
defeated.
"Homosexual
politics
is
mas—
ofBuena
Park,
who
said
querading
today asthecivilmoral
rights,highin was "sick and tired" ofexplaining lutionDrakelastalso
wasto boycott
behind Disney
a reso—
order
to
exploit
year
toprostitutes
and
othersinners
how
ground said
of thethecivil
rights move—
healthpartners
insuranceofem—
ben—
Clinton
can
remain a Southern forextending
ment,"
resolution,
which
efits
tohomosexual
Baptist.
_
passed
overwhelmingly.is immoral, "I think we need to go on record ployees
and for welcoming Gay
"Homosexuality
thatPresidentClintonshouldbedealt groups at its amusement parks.
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FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
—— The spokesman for a political—
action group says it‘s kind of a
shame that Fayetteville residents
are going to have to vote on a reso—
lution that deals with discrimina—
tion by city officials.
The question is to be on the bal—
lot in November.
"We‘re going to be voting for
whether this is a city for discrimi—
nation, or a city of tolerance,"
David Garcia, spokesman for Citi—
zens for Fair Government, said
June 14.
}
The group contends the resolu—
tion does not endorse alternative
lifestyles and does not give prefer—
ential treatment to homosexuals in
city hiring practices. The group
says the resolution simply says
American citizens cannot be denied
their fundamental rights.
He said people oppose the reso—
lution because they believe it grants
Gays "special employment recog—
nition."
The city council approved the
resolution April 21, but Mayor
Fred Hanna vetoed it. The council
then voted 6—2 to override the veto.
..The resolution states in part that
the city will not discriminate in hir—
ing on the basis of sexual orienta—
tion or family status. It also says
the city won‘t discriminate on the
basis of race, sex, disability and
other reasons.
A group led by Mike Snapp and
two pastors pushed to get a vote on
the resolution. The group delivered
2,822 signatures on a petition and
City Clerk Heather Woodruff cer—
tified 2,198. The group needed
1,925 valid signatures to get the
issue on the ballot.
Snapp said the phrase "human
dignity" used in the title of the reso—
lution was misleading. He also
criticized council members for not
"representing the views of their
constituents, the citizens of
Fayetteville."
"Hiring practices should have
nothing to do with sexual orienta—
tion," Garcia said. "It‘s a matter of
whether you can do the job not if
you are straight or homosexual."

Trent Lott Thinks

Little of Gay Rights

by Ira L. King
Staff Writer
Mississippi Republican Senator and
Majority Leader Trent Lott has spoken.
During a taping of cable TV*s The
Armstrong Williams Show he stated ho—
mosexuality is a sin and that Gay
people should be helped to deal with it
"just like alcohol ... or sex addiction
. or kleptomaniacs."" These words
from the mouth of a —
man charged with
safeguarding the
public trust.
Sen. Lott‘s anti—
gay
pronounce——

ciously submitting to their husbands,
he stepped gingerly. He said he speaks

am sure he didn‘t want to go home and
find his own spouse to be anything less
than gracious because of his words.
Lott and his wife, Tricia, have been
married for 34 years. He claims there
has been no infidelity on his part.
Attitudes like those of Sen. Lott and
the

VIEWPOINTS

ments are not new.
In 1996 he spoke out against a nar—
rowly defeated bill that would have
banned discrimination against homo—
sexuals in the workplace. When asked

SBC

are

dangerous .
There is an ele—
ment in— our

country
that
will go to any
iy
lengths
to
spread their vicious brand of hatred.

Since it‘s no longer fashionable to pick
on Blacks or the disabled, public fig—
ures (especially those in govenunent)
are turning to the last thing over which
point blank if he believes homosexu—
ality is a sin, he replied, "Yes, it is." — they have no control — homosexuals.
It is truly scary to think that senators
Since Sen. Lott is a Southern Baptist,
and church leaders are deliberately sin—
it comes as no surprise that he thinks
gling out Gays and Lesbians for abuse.
the way he does. It must make the
Southern Baptists in Mississippi feel
good to know that they have such a
self—righteous man representing them
in the. senate.
When the senator was asked where
he stands of the issue of women gra—

YOURE ABSOLUTELY
SURE WE HAVENT LEFT
ANYBODY OUT THIS TIME?

of marriage roles in "different terms."
"Spouses should serve each other." I

We will do well to remember that
Adolph Hitler had a severe disdain to—
wards homosexuals. We will do well
to remember that one the main targets
of the Ku Klux Klan is homosexuals.
We will do well to remember Sen. Jo—

:
seph McCarthy and his communist
witch hunt. We will do well to remem—
ber that Sen. Lott is a white man from
Mississippi with an ultra redneck men—

many on the ultra—conservative funda—
mentalist right do not understand is that
homosexuality is not a lifestyle. Sexu—
ality (homo or hetero) is an innate part

Opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries and letters
are those of the authors.

tality. Sen. Lott thinks people with a
homosexual orientation should be
given ways to cope with their problem.
His exact words were: "In America
right now there‘s an element that wants
to make that alternative lifestyle ac—
ceptable. You still love that person and
you should not try to mistreat them or
treat them as outcasts. You should try
to show them a way to deal with that."
Sen. Lott is a dangerous man.
One of the things the senator and

of who and what we are, a predisposi—
tion existing from birth. That‘s why we
say orientation.
Lifestyle, on the other hand, is in—
fluenced by external forces such as
values and norms within a society. We
choose our lifestyle based on the op—
tions made available to us by external —
circumstances. Lifestyle is how we
live. Orientation is who we are. Maybe
one day the rest of the world will rec—
ognize this difference.
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Navy Settles
By Laura Myers
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Navy has settled a lawsuit with a
sailor. who fought dismissal for
allegedly being Gay, ending a case
that tested the military‘s "don‘t
ask, don‘t tell" policy and resulted
in tighter privacy rules for:‘
America Online.
Master Chief Petty Officer

f Timothy R. McVeigh, an 18—year
veteran who achieved the Navy‘s
highest enlisted rank, will receive
early retirement with full benefits
and the Navy will pay his $90,000
in legal costs, according to the
settlement announced June 12.
The Navy admitted no wrong—
doing, although a federal judge
had ruled that military investiga—
tors violated electronic privacy
law and military rules by launch—
ing a "search and destroy mission"
to link McVeigh to an anonymous
onlinesprofile page, which listed
him as "Tim," his e—mail address
as "Boysrch" and his marital sta—
tus as "Gay."
_ "While I will miss the Navy, I

‘Don‘t Ask,

LEE§ CARPETC
3Carpet=
= Upholstery

CARE

Trucks Car Interiors

Steam Clean
Pretreat
Deoderizer
Disinfectant

*
*
*
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Furniture Moved
Stain Removal
Rust Removal
Pet Odor Control

Carpetauaro AVAILABLE
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LEE WATSON
24 Hour Service

©327—6165
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Owner

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
andu Wildor
Randy Wilder
725—1818 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office

SOwWELL & COMPANY

é

Lawsuit

consider the settlement a victory hibit workers from giving out the Network and co—counsel for
that leaves intact a strong legal pre— information except for legal rea—
McVeigh, said sailors and other
cedent that may help to prevent oth— sons.
Gays in the military should feel
ers from being harmed in the
In January, AOL gave McVeigh safer.
future," said McVeigh, 36, who has an undisclosed sum and apologized
~Thetre‘ s some. comfort in
spent his adult life in the military. — to him, although he never sued the
knowing that the federal govern—
=_ Based in Honolulu, McVeigh company. The deal was announced ment is not going to turn a blind
said he plans to return to civilian life on June 12, too.
eye to Navy misconduct," Osburn
before Labor Day. He has not com—
"We recognized we had made a said.
mented on his sexual orientation. mistake," said Primrose.
But outside legal scholars said
Normally, McVeigh could not have
As a result of the case, AOL is the Navy‘s decision to settle in—
retired with full benefits for another requiring employees to read and stead of pursue its appeal of
two years.
._sign its privacy policy every six McVeigh‘s lower—court victory
Under the Clinton adminis— months, noting they can be fired for doesn‘t automatically suggest the
tration‘s S5—year—old "don‘t ask, disclosing information. Customer— military will stop targeting homo—
don‘t tell, don‘t pursue" policy, the service representatives also will
sexuals, only that the services may
military isn‘t supposed to seek in— receive "scenario training," which be more careful. _
formation about sexuality, but men will involve trainers trying to get
"This solves the problem for
and women can be discharged if workers to give out confidential Mr. McVeigh, but—the question is,
will the Navy change its policies?"
they reveal theyre Gay or Lesbian. — information to unauthorized call—
In this case, a Navy investigator ers.
asked Gene Fidell, president of the
who learned of the online profile
Dixon Osburn, a director of the National Institute of Military Jus—
phoned AOL‘s toll—free number, Servicemembers Legal Defense tice.
pretended to be a friend of
McVeigh‘s and got the information, Teen Arrest
ed for Stealing
according to AOL spokeswoman
Tricia Primrose. Under the 1986
Electronic Communications Pri—
vacy Act, a warrant or court order
is needed to get such information.
AOL‘s privacy guidelines also pro— |

SpringClean—up Sale

*
*
*
*

Don‘t Tell

54 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
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Lt. Cmdr. Lydia Robertson, a
spokeswoman for the Navy, said
she isn‘t aware the service plans
any special review or training for
its investigators. Instead, the Navy
said it settled the case to avoid
costly and drawn out litigation.
‘"We educate our people on a
regular basis on our policies," she
said.
The Navy began investigating
McVeigh last year and sought to:
discharge him in March for alleg—
edly making a statement that he
was homosexual.
In January of this year, U.S.
District Judge Stanley Sporkin said
the Navy "went too far" in wrongly
enforcing the "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy and violating McVeigh‘s
privacy. He ordered McVeigh re—
instated and his personnel file
cleared of the allegations.

Gay-Prlde

Flags from Light Poles
ORLANDO,
Fla.the(AP)—More
"I would
warnthe Orlando
that about terrorist bombs. It‘ll bring
than
a
week
after
city
council
you‘re
right
in
way
of
some
earthquakes,
tornadoes and possi—
approved
the
flying
ofhundreds
of
serious
hurricanes,
and
I
don‘t
bly
a
meteor."
rainbow—colored,
Gay—pridedown—
flags think I‘d be waving those flags in The Gay rights group, The Hu—
— town
from
lampposts
throughout
God‘s
facesaid ifJuneI 15were
you,"
man
RightsJuneCampaign,
said
in a
Orlando,
a
teen—ager
was
ar—
Robertson
on
The
700
statement
11
that
the
remarks
rested
11 for them
stealingin a25lake.of Club, his Christian Broadcasting were irresponsible, considering
themBrendan
andJunedumping
Network talk show.
thataGaylastnightclub
in could
Atlantawas
McGarity,
19,
was
"This
is
not
a
message
of
hate
bombed
year,
and
incite
charged
with
felony
grand
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.
but
a
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like
this
will
more
violence.
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andThebeingflagsin bring about the destruction ofyour
See relatedstory onpage 1
awere
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Robertson
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bring
atwas$800.arrested early
McGarity
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after
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when
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a
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found
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a lake said
and Chief Says
McGarity
Sgt."SoJeffGoltz.
MADISON,
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(AP) — A was to "share (God‘s) message
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and
two
together
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figured
he
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could
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"When
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see
a
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bigoted point
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a
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react
with
outrage,"
one each
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ther
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the
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attorney‘s
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said
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directorof
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to
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for
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at it further,"
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said.
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United.
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say
wait,
this
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isn‘t—what
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stands Tomlinson said the billboards
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a
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to
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or Disney.
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Disfiguring Syndrome Adds to Some AIDS
By Lauran Neergaard
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some
AIDS patients are developing a bi—
zarre syndrome of disfiguring fat
deposits on parts of their bodies as
their faces and limbs shrink to skin
and bones — possibly side effects
of lifesaving drugs called protease
inhibitors.
Doctors‘ reports to the govern—
ment paint a stark picture: Three
women looked like "apples on a
stick" from the mound of stomach
and breast fat above birdlike legs.
Another patient developed a large
hump on the nape of his neck. A
woman jumped four sizes as her
waist barreled and her legs shrank.
The Food and Drug Administra—
tion is worried that the fat deposits
are more than a cosmetic problem:
some patients also are developing
risks for heart disease such as sky—
rocketing cholesterol. The FDA,

taking anti—cholesterol drugs, too.
Fat deposits "really are quite
deforming," said Dr. Harvey
Abrams, a Los Angeles dermatolo—
gist who surgically removed 14
humps so large that patients
couldn‘t turn their heads. Abrams
discovered the humps weren‘t typi—
cal squishy fat but dense, fibrous
tissue.
Merck and Co., maker of the
biggest—selling protease inhibitor,
notes a lack of proof that protease
inhibitors are to blame. It reports
finding fat problems in some pa—
tients who never took the drugs.
The phenomenon could simply be
virus rebound.
“Whati good is vanity if you‘re another AIDS symptom that most
dead?" asked Mark Estrop, 37, of patients until now haven‘t lived
long enough to see, or it could re—
Atlanta, who has a 2—inch (5—centi—
sult from a combination of other
meter)—deep hump. Still, "I can‘t
AIDS medicines.
raise (my head). I hit this hump
‘"We don‘t know what‘s causing
thing." The fat now is migrating
the
fat redistribution syndrome,"
under his chin, and his cholesterol
said Merck‘s Dr. Joan Benson, de—
level jumped to 538, far beyond the
signing a study of 100 Los Ange—
healthy limit of 200, so he‘s now
AIDS researchers and drug com—
panies are scrambling for answers.
"We don‘t want to alarm
people, because we think the ben—
efits of protease inhibitors still out—
weigh the risks," said FDA medical
officer Jeff Murray. But, he said,
"We‘re concerned."
A few patients reported the syn—
drome disabling enough to dismiss
doctors‘ protests and stop taking
the medicines that have saved thou—
sands of lives since hitting the mar—
ket 1—1/2 years ago. But doctors say
most understand that stopping pro—
tease inhibitors will let the AIDS

Survey Finds Frequent Substandard
Treatment for AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
in four people beginning treatment
for AIDS gets substandard care,
and women and minorities are par—
ticularly at risk, according to a sur—
vey of doctors.
The government published na—
tional guidelines last year setting
the standardfor HIV treatment: a
three—drug cocktail of anti—AIDS
medicines, including one type of
drug called a protease inhibitor.
The survey of 476 doctors who
treat AIDS found 25 percent of
patients just beginning HIV treat—
ment don‘t get that care. Instead,
doctors prescribed one or two
AIDS drugs, and did not include a
protease inhibitor, said the survey,
which was released June 3.
~
"That means patients are more
likely to experience symptoms,"
said Dr. John Bartlett of Johns
Hopkins University, who co—
chaired the government panel that
issued the guidelines.
%

Bartlett and the International
AIDS Society initiated the survey,
and drug maker Merck & Co. paid
for it. It was conducted by the poll—
ing firm Louis Harris & Associates.
Doctors more experienced in
treating AIDS were more likely to
follow federal treatment guide—
lines, the survey found.
Women and minorities were
more at risk of substandard care,
said Dr. Paul Volberding of the
University of California, San Fran—
cisco.
The guidelines urge treatment
before patients have symptoms.
But 36 percent of women and about
42 percent of black and Hispanic
patients had symptoms before
therapy, compared with 27 percent
of white men. They also had higher
HIV levels than white men before
starting therapy — and were less
likely to use experienced doctors.
The findings are "worse than we
thought," said Dr. Scott Hitt, chair—

man of the President‘s Advisory
Committee on AIDS. "We‘ve got
to do better at educating physicians
and also educating patients about
seeing specialists."
The survey did not ask why doc—
tors didn‘t follow the federal treat—
ment guidelines. Volberding said
the cost of the drug cocktails —
about $12,000 a year — is one fac—
tor. The most experienced AIDS
doctors also had the most patients
with private insurance. Some gov—
ernment AIDS programs have run
out of money for AIDS drugs; oth—
ers won‘t pay until patients have
AIDS symptoms.

Patients‘ Misery

les patients to define the problem
better.
But the FDA says all four pro—
tease inhibitors currently being sold
are prime suspects. It is investigat—
ing 64 patients, "but from what we
can tell, ... there‘s a lot more than
that," agency medical officer
Murray said. Checking the FDA‘s
database, he found only three re—
ports of the problem with older
AIDS drugs. Researchers now es—
timate from 5 percent of HIV pa—
tients to 64 percent may have some
degree of the condition.
It "is a common complication of
HIV protease inhibitors," a new
Australian study of 75 patients re—
ported.
This isn‘t about diet, Murray
stressed. Patients lose both fat and
muscle from the hips down and in
their arms. Their faces can become
skeletal, with hollowed cheeks.
And they don‘t get the skin—deep
inches (centimeters) around the
waist. typical of a busted dieter.
They put on dangerous visceral fat,
the kind under abdominal muscles
most associated with heart attacks
and diabetes.
"Patients are very concerned
whether these metabolic abnor—

malities may lead to other conse—
quences," said Dr. Richard Hengel,
who found about a dozen early pa—
tients at Emory University "That‘s
what everyone is anxiously await—
ing."
Protease inhibitors already are
known to increase the risk of dia—
betes by raising blood sugar, so
AIDS researchers are studying
whether this new problem is re—
lated.
The National Institutes of
Health is about to publish research —
ruling out one theory. "It is abso—
lutely not related to Cushing‘s dis—
ease," a hormone disorder that
causes similar humps, said NIH‘ s
Dr. Kirk Miller. "We just don‘t
know the underlying mechanism."
For now, patients simply want
therapy.
Dr. Gabriel Torres of New York
will tell experts meeting in Geneva
this month that he‘s testing human
growth hormone after it helped one
patient‘s buffalo hump disappear.
Liposuction failed to work on vis—
ceral fat, but Abrams, the Los An—
geles skin doctor, said surgery
seems to remove the humps perma—
nently.

WE HAVE A NEW
PHONE NUMBER!
_ 2117 Peabody

Memphis, TgN é

278—MORE
6673
GIVE US A CALL!

Study Shows Majority of
Americans Support Equal
Rights for Gay People
According to a groundbreaking
. study released May 29 by the Na—
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force
«(NGLTF) Policy Institute, a grow—
ing majority of Americans support
equal rights for Lesbian and Gay
citizens. °
Kerry Lobel, NGLTF Executive
Director said, "This report empiri—
cally and objectively proves that
‘ while the voice of the anti—Gay
right wing may be loud in its op—
position to equal rights, its claim
to majority public opinion is unjus—

tified."
—The report, From Wrongs to
Rights: Public Opinion ofGay and
Lesbian Americans Moves Toward
Equality, found that 84 percent sup—
port equality on the basis of sexual
orientation in the work place, 81
percent support equal housing op—
portunities, 62 percent support
equal inheritance rights, 57 percent
support social security benefits for
same—sex couples, and 66 percent
voiced support for Lesbians and
Gay men to serve in the military.

Pu” Ship Charter Aboard the "New"
Norwegian Wind
January 31— February 7, ‘l 999
RATES STARTING FROM $799.00*
EXCITING EASTERN CARIBBEAN ITINERARY
CONTACT Jean Morris
(001) 464—2036

Or (001) 853—3025

ALTA

"hased upon availability anddouble occupancy. Port charges, air and gratuities are additional.
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Holy Trinity Offers Journey

Memphis Bears Off To Roaring Start

the club, simply attend one of the
The newly formed Memphis
The Memphis Bears hold their
club nights, call the Bearline at
Bears club is off to a fast start with
monthly club night at the Pipeline
756—2687,
e—mail
a number of events already under
on the second Saturday of each
mary faith groups for many years
On Oct. 25, 1999 travelers to the
fuzthing @aol.com or write to P.O.
its belt and several more already
month at 10 p.m. All bears and bear
all around the globe.
Holy Land will be departing from
Box 111094, Memphis, TN 38173.
planned.
lovers are invited.
.. "This whole project gained mo—
Memphis en route to Tel Aviv, Is—
During the recent Pride Week—
If you are interested in joining
rael. Rev. Tim Meadows, one of the mentum when Dr. Hazel Porter, a
end the group held its first Pride
British cleric, visited here and told
tour hosts for the group remarked,
Pool Party and Potluck with about
"This is a unique opportunity for . us we could have our own tour bus
40 attending.
and program," Meadows said. The
Holy Trinity and for the Memphis
Among the activities scheduled
trip is open to dnyone in the com—
community to venture to the, Holy
for July is a Potluck Dinner and
munity.
Land with people who are open—
Intro to Square Dancing in con—
The program offers five— to
minded and affirming."
junction with the Cotton Pickin‘
The trip is coming at a pivotal _ seven—day extensions to Cairo,
Squares at 7 p.m. on Thurs., July
Luxor and Giza with a stay at Red
time for the faithful in the celebra—
16, at Prescott Baptist Church at
Sea resorts at an additional price.
tion of the second millennium and
Menders and Patterson.
Jean Crawford who is a group
the 2000th anniversary of Christ‘s
On Sun., July 19, the Bears are
leader said that.several people were
birth.
organizing a trip to the Grand Ca—
signing up for the extensions to
"This is a trip of a lifetime," said
sino from 2:30—7 p.m. Later in the
Egypt. The trip. Will offer a memo— ;
Rev. Ed Hammet. The 10—day trip
month on Sun., July 26, the club,
will include visits to all the major rable experience for the 45 people‘
in another joint venture with the
who will fill up the bus. There will —
biblical sites from Bethlehem and
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares, will tour
be plenty of time for exploration,
the sea of Galilee to Jerusalem and
the Ancestors of the Incas Wonders
shopping and evening activities as
the Dead Sea basin.
Exhibition at the Pyramid at 1 p.m.
well.
Z
»
The tour package includes
Several Sundays at the movies
Registrations will be accepted
round—trip airfare, deluxe motor
Some members of the Memphis Bears cool off during a Pride Weekend
are,being planned for the near fu—
until June 1999. If a person regis—
coaches, deluxe and superior first—
pool party.
ture as well.
o
ters early with a $200 deposit, up
class hotels, sightseeing, entrance
fees, and breakfast and dinner to $90 can be saved on the overall
price.
daily.
Pride Party
roller bladers, flag carriers and community may help locate
If individuals pay for their trip
Continuing education units are
more drag queens. (Who was that these volunteers, who must be
Continued from page 1
five months prior to departure, an—
offered for those who would like
—
nelly queen in the pink chiffon young and healthy.
other $40 is taken off the price.
to incorporate the experience into
Also represented in the parade
cape
from
hell?)
so
brilliantly
lit
to
give
a
roman—
"This is a spiritual pilgrimage
their field of study.
tic aura to the evening. Their
It was a joy to watch the pa— and at the festival were MAGY,
that will allow us to experience the
The cost of the trip is at the ex—
rade
from the topside of a black the Coalition for Gay and Les—
music
was
fun
and
fitting.
Bible and the symbols of our faith,"
cellent price of $1900.
stretch
limo. As the newly cho— bian Religious Affairs, area Gay
Couples
danced
and
nibbled
on
said Rev. LaPaula Turner, who
"There is not another opportu—
the
delicious
hors
d‘ouevres
as
sen
Mr.
Gay Tennessee All— and Gay friendly churches, the
adds, "We will be bonded by this
nity out there which includes ev—
American,
I had the pleasure of Brothers and Sisters bowling
the band played on.
erything at this price," said experience and remember this jour—
league, Aphrodite, the Memphis
An
added
touch
of
novelty
was
sharing
a
limo
with the newly
ney the rest of our lives."
Meadows.
Bears, vendors from as far away
the
drum
group.
Five
talented
crowned
Miss
501.
That
long
col—
For more information, contact
Educational Opportunities is the
as Nashville, and a myriad of
orful flag carried by several com—
bongo and conga drummers ham—
Holy Trinity Community Church at
company organizing the trip. EO
others
groups, booths and per—
munity members was waving in
mered out music to an African
(901) 726—9443.
has been coordinating trips for pri—
;
beat that got many on their feet.
the breeze like amber waves of sonalities.
A new and welcomed sponsor
This was a good percussion band.
grain. The floats were full of
of this year‘s parade and festi—
Even though at times all the
lovely ladies (?) in colorful cos—
thythms sounded the same, the
tumes. 501 Club won the prize for val is the Hard Rock Cafe. Hard
Rock is very involved in commu—
band held the crowd in its hand. . best float. Its tropical theme,
nity service, the "entire" commu—
complete with Alotta Miles‘ ren—
Good show!
SUPPORT GROUPS FOR
nity.
To round out the entertainment dition of Carmen Miranda, was
Spectators along the parade
there was a magician who enter— creative and unique.
LESBIANSAND GAY MEN
After reversing its route of route were smiling and support— _
tained with interesting feats of i1—
ive. The traffic police were tre—
lusion and trickery.
years past and starting at Holy
mendous. They kept the parade
There were drag queens of ev— Trinity, the parade ended at the
PRIDE RAP
ery sort. The most delightfully
Overton Park Shell. This was a moving, and their presence was
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride,
stunning was Miss Alison Tate.
fitting venue for such a celebra— , appreciated. I only saw one ob—
viously ill—informed spectator in
She and Miss Camilla Collins tion. Since the attendance and
Inc., which meets the 2nd Monday of every month
the crowd. He was holding a sign
walked
the
decks
with
the
great—
participation
this
year
was
well
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
est of ease as their frocks gave in
over 1,000, the wide expanse of that read "God created Adam and
and forming new friendships.
Eve, not Adam and Steve." If he
to the whim of the slightest the Shell area gave plenty of room
for celebrants and vendors to would have read his Bible a little
breeze.
‘
more carefully, he would have
PRESENTATIONS
The sellout crowd was taken spread out and enjoy the day.
to Israel and

Egypt

sponsored by Fully Alive! are educational seminars
about self, relationships and spirituality in the
context of Gay and Lesbian issues.
FACILITATORS
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Schlicksup, MA
LOCATION
Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment —
2701 Union Ext., 504
There is no charge for these groups.
For more information, call Susan or Carol
at (901) 323—2078
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for a great ride, well worth the
price of admission. Next year we
need a bigger boat.
The joyful theme continued
into the next day as hundreds of
Gays and Lesbians and their
friends gathered at Holy Trinity
Church to participate in the Pride
Parade. The weather was perfect
(Well almost. But then what. do
you expect in Memphis, Tenn. on
the 20th of June?)
The parade was tremendous!
This year‘s grand marshals were
Susan Mackenzie and Virginia
Stallworth of the National Orga—
nization for Women and Ed Bran—
don of Friends For Life.
There were floats, limousines,

A special treat at this year‘s
celebration was the speech by Dr.
Karen Slobod of St.. Jude
Children‘s Research Hospital.
She spoke of a possible vaccine
for AIDS. Dr. Slobod pointed out
that AIDS affects men, women
and children. She further noted
that an experimental multicoded
"mixed" drug is now in a Phase I
study. It is hoped that this drug
will prime up the immune system
to block infection from the AIDS
virus from any part of the world.
The vaccine consists of a series
of shots similar to booster shots.
Researchers are looking for vol—
unteers to participate in the pro—
gram. She noted that the Gay

noticed that we are all created in
God‘s image and for God‘ s plea—
sure.
Back to the positive side of
things! Memphis Pride can be
very proud of its efforts, they
were not in vain. We often hear
how fragmented the Gay com—
munity in Memphis is. This cel—
ebration proved that even within
a fragmented community there
can be times of unity. It was a
great day for a parade and for the
Gay community in Memphis,
Tenn. Hats off to the Memphis
Pride organization and its strong
leadership.
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Arkansas Sodomy Law Challenged —
By Ronald Byrd
Special to The Triangle Journal

—

Arguments for and against the
dismissal of a recent lawsuit chal—
lenging the constitutionality of
Arkansas‘s sodomy ban were
heard by Chancellor Collins
Kilgore in Little Rock May 29.
The case, Picardo v. Bryant,
was originally filed in late Janu—
ary by
attorney
Suzanne
Goldberg of the New York—based
Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—
cation Fund, on behalf of seven
Arkansans. The suit was specifi—
cally filed against Attorney Gen—
eral Winston Bryant, Pulaski
Count Prosecuting Attorney
Larry Jegley, and all others simi—
larly situated" in legislative mat—
ters.
The statute in question, Arkan—
sas Code Annals Section 5—15—22,
criminalizes oral and/or anal sex
between two adults of the same
gender. Classified as a misde—
meanor, such activity can result
in penalties of up to $1000 and a
jail sentence of as much as one
year; the statute does not
criminalize similar behavior be—
tween two adults of difference
genders and Goldberg argues that
this law violates plaintiff‘ s rights
to equal treatment and to privacy

under the constitutions of both
Arkansas and the United States.
"This is a criminal law that ap—
plies to them and not to theirhet—
erosexual neighbors," said
Goldberg. "This law creates a
second—class status... crimin—
alizing intimate, sexual behavior
that is perfectly legal for non—Gay
people."
The Attorney General‘s
Office‘s motion to dismiss was
presented by attorneys Tim
Gauger and Patricia Bell.
Goldberg and two assisting Little
Rock attorneys, David Ivers and
Gary Sullivan, were present to
counter the arguments, accompa—
nied by three of the seven defen—
dants — Randy McCain, Robin
White and Vernon Stokay. Sev—
eral press representatives and
about half a dozen members of
the general public were also in at—
tendance. Legal representatives
of the Pulaski County P.A.‘s of—
fice did not address the court.
Assistance Attorney Gauger
argued that the lawsuit was not
actionable because none of he
plaintiffs had in fact been crimi—
nally charged; according to
Gauger, a law can only be chal—
lenged if enforcement, the threat
of enforcement, or the realistic
threat of imminent prosecution

Chancery Court, claiming that
ing currently prevents its enforce—
exists, and he claims that this is
other
avenues had proven ineffec—
ment by any prosecutor through—
not the case.
tive.
"The
legislature has had sev—
out the Sate for political or
"It‘s not enough that, in the
«eral opportunities to repeal the law
personal
reasons.
"The
plaintiffs
realm of possibility, in the certain
and has rejected every single one."
in this case live under the shadow
or uncertain future, a prosecution
Following the presentations,
of
a
discriminatory
law,"
she
may be commenced," claimed
Judge Kilgore said that he would
‘claimed.
"The
plaintiffs
are
tax—
Gauger. He noted that the
make his decision regarding the
statute‘s constitutionality might payers, they are good neighbors,
case‘s dismissal known at some
they
are
proud
Arkansans.
Yet
be questioned if criminal charges
point in the future. AAD Gauger
they are also criminals under the
were in fact filed under its author—
—
reported that, should Judge
current law."
ity, but no such enforcements
Kilgore decide against the dis—
Moreover,
Goldberg
claimed
have occurred in recent years.
missal, the District Attorney‘s of—
that
even
when
not
enforced,
the
Cauger also argued against the
fice has the option of immediate
existing
law
identifies
the
plain—
lawsuit‘s validity by claiming that
appeal under sovereign immunity,
tiffs
as
criminals,
and
risks
exist
Attorney General Winston Bryant
According to a Lambda Legal
that
it
might
be
used
against
them
"has no authority to initiate crimi—
Defense press release, Arkansas
in other contexts. She alleged
nal prosecution under this statute
is one of only six states which
that, in a number of child custody
against these plaintiffs or anyone
prohibits sodomy only between
cases
in
Arkansas,
Gay
parents
else," actions which, under Ar—
same—sex partners, the others be—
had
lost
custody
of
their
children
kansas law, fall under the juris—
ing Kansas, Maryland, Missouri,
when
their
non—Gay
ex—spouses
diction of the county prosecutors.
Oklahoma and Texas; sodomy
had
invoked
the
statute.
The
risks
Gauger further claimed that
between heterosexuals was de—
of losing professional licenses,
Chancery Courts do not have the
criminalized in Arkansas in 1977.
jobs
and
housing
also
exist,
she
authority to adjoin criminal pros—
Fourteen states prohibit sodomy
claimed.
ecutions, as the lawsuit requests
regardless of couple makeup,
"The fear in this case and the
the Arkansas Court to do, and that
while the remaining states and the
threat in this case are certainly not
the concept of sovereign immu—
District of Columbia have now
imaginary,"
said
Goldberg,
add—
nity protected state government .
laws on the subject. Lambda Le—
ing that, despite Gauger‘s claim,
from any legal actions of this
gal Defense, bolstered by public
Attorney
General
Bryant
could
kind. "You can‘t sue the state [in
support, was instrumental in
indeed choose to prosecute under
such instances]," said Gauger.
overturning sodomy laws in Ten—
the
statute
if
local
prosecuting
at—
Goldberg declared that the
nessee, Montana and Kentucky.
torneys initiated such charges and
threat of prosecution under the
Goldberg reported that the orga—
existing statute did indeed exist, . later abandoned them.
nization planned to challenge the
Goldberg
also
defended
the
nothing that the law has been en—
sodomy laws of other states.
decision
to
file
the
lawsuit
in
forced in the past and that noth—
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Ask Whatever You Want:

Few Issues Taboo on

religion andcandidly,
sexual orientation
are
By RonPress
WordWriter addressed
honestly,
and
Associated
oftenChieloquently.
Yu, a 26—year—old
woman
JACKSONVILLE,
Fla.feel(AP)they— fromIndonesia,
tackled
thequestion
Why
do
some
Gay
men
have to sound
Gay? Why African—
do Black * inabouttheirAsians
nativespeaking
tongue. to each other
people
call
themselves
‘"IfI‘m
speakingtosomeone
with
Americans?And
whydoAsians
who
the
same
native
language,
why
know
English
insist
on
speaking
to
we speak
in English? (trans—
We‘ll
eachotherin
theirnative
languages?for should
havetodoa
‘double—thinking‘
Questions
generally
reserved
latemywhatmypartnersaid
ideasintoEnglish,inthenEnglish),
trans—
~ close
friendsare and
comfortable
sur— late
roundings
getting
a
public
airing
inoftheus process,
it‘s very possible
—Internet
and spirited
debateno:—on
an and
one
will
misunderstand
what
site
that
spares
feelings
the Phillip
other said,"
she
wrote.
in addressing
them.
J. Milano,
founder two—
and
"Y? Differences"
The NationalwasForum
ofin editor of thesite,
said
roughly
People‘s
started
thirdsabout
ofthequestionsdeal
withraceare
Marchbackgrounds
as a way fortopeople
ofdiffer—to and
threequarters
ofthose
ent
get
answers
Black—white
questionsthatmay
betooembarrass—
Heestimatedissues.that5
ing
or
uncomfortable
to
pose
in
per—
son.
"We
don‘t evenor care
ifofyouunder—
ask _
out
of
ignorance
lack
standing,"
says the site‘s
greeting,
"justas
longasyou‘re
notaskingout
— orto feel
youownalready
know
theofhate
answer
your
question."
Issues ofrace, gender, age, class,
percent—qf
the
questions are true hate and another
10 percent to 15 percegit are venting
hostility.
"I post the type of questions that
other people get fired for. The site is
not for the faint of heart," he said.
He depends on answers from
readers who can provide firsthand

insightonwomen.
an issue—Gays, Blacks,
Asians,
"Ipeople
have tonotalk,"
agendasaidotherMilano,
than anto
geteditoratTheFloridaTimes—Union
in
Jacksonville.
Theonlyexcludedtopicsarehot—
button
issues
of the day:action,
abortion,the
politics,
war,
affirmative
death
penalty. Milano
believes
they
arepersadequately
covered
in
newspa—
and onAlsoradiobanned
call—inareshowsoutrightand
television.
racistquestions
and those involving
sexualMilano,
technique.
creator
and Newspaper
director of
The
National
Diversity
JobBank,anewspaperrecruitingsite
forwhichminorities
andandwomen,
decidesare
questions
answers
posted on his website. Of 40 to 50
questionsandresponseshegetseach
day,Oneday,
he uses whenhissite
25 to 30. was listed
ashad27,000people
ane ofthe bestofthe
Internet, ihet.
connectingto
.*ThequestiononGayselicitedthis
response
from Dennis
P., who iden—
tified
himselfas
ahomosexual
from
Tucson,Ariz.:"Ithinktheanswerlies

DlverS|ty Web Site

in the question,
‘Whyhavetosound
do some
straightmen
feel
they
macho?"
Sometimes,
whether
it is ias
Gay
or
straight
man,
the
reason
simply
that he is advertising for a
mate(oratleastasexual

encounter)
he said.
The site is drawing positive re—
views from diversity experts and
newspaper columnists.
Leonard Pitts, a columnist for The
Miami Herald, wrote: "If we come to
grips with the ways we differ, we might
begin to see the ways we do not."
Detroit News columnist Betty
DeRamus called the site an overdue
forum for people to "pose the ques—
tions they dare not raise in public.
Many of these questions, even the
stupid ones, stem from ignorance and
isolation rather than raw racism."
Carmen Vazquez, manager of di—
versity training and education at the
Newspaper Association of America
in Vienna, Va., says she is addicted
to the site.
It presents "everyday people talk—
ing with each other, everyday people
either venting their anger or giving
their perspective. That‘s soul food for

" she said.

Cindy Clardy, 47, of Southfield,
Mich., is a frequent reader of the Y?
forum. A self—described Lesbian, she
said, "I post more in the sexual ori—
entation section than the other sec—
tions, but I read them all."
Responding to the question about
the term African—American, Jeffrey
S., 42, of Pensacola, Fla. wrote: "I‘ve
been Negro (on my birth certificate),
Colored, Black and now African—
American. Do you think they put this
to a vote? I may wake up tomorrow
and be a man of color."
]
Some questions generate more
responses than others.
One that drew a dozen asked:
‘"Why do Blacks have larger than
average lips?"
"Average, compared to what?"
replied Alex, 39, of Lawrenceville,
Ga. "It‘ s all a matter of how you de—
fine what ‘average‘ is — and in this
country ‘average‘ means ‘white."
This means that anything that isn‘t
white is therefore different or non—
average. See how strange that is?"
The Y? Forum‘s Website is
www.yforum.com

(G
Benefit
Mr.

Gay

Tennesse All-Amerlcan 1998

Saturday — July 18, 1998 — 10 p.m. — 501 Club
&
Former
Tennessees
Gay
Greg Hadsall — 1997
Danny Staples 1996
Thom Malone — 1995
Mr.
Randy Stone —
Steve Holland
_Special
Miss Marilyn Monroe
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Emotions

High

"OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Tears
brimmed and fell June 7 as the Rev.
Jimmy Creech, the controversial
minister who performed a covenant
ceremony to two women, gave his
last sermon June 7 at First United
Methodist Church in Omaha.
A total of 650 people attended
three services to hear Creech‘s last
sermon as senior pastor of the con—
gregation.
Creech told the members that he
expected them to continue with
their mission of inclusion and ac—
ceptance.
"The only consolation I have in
leaving is that you will continue the
ministry you have begun," he said.
Creech performed the same—sex

at Creech‘s

Last Sermon

among Christians lies in the cross."
union ceremony in September, di—
Although a church jury this
viding the Omaha congregation
spring found that Creech had not
and the denomination.
violated church law, he was not
Many members of the First
reappointed to the First United
United Methodist congregation
Methodist pulpit. He was to remain
who opposed Creech left the
as senior pastor of the congrega—
church, meeting instead at an
tion through June, but decided to
Omaha high school and — for the
step down June 7 so the congrega—
first time June 7 — at the Scottish
tion could move forward.
Rite Cathedral.
In his 10:45 a.m. service, Creech
Guest
speaker
Michael
urged tolerance.
McClymond did not directly ad—
"Sometimes we confuse the
dress the controversy over Creech,
creeds and rules with the real es—
but instead focused his sermon on
sence of loving God and each
bridging divisions among Chris—
‘other," he said. "What really mat—
tians.
ters is not our creed and rules. In
"My frlends don‘t underesti—
mate the reconciling power of the
cross," he said. "Peacemaking

the end, what really matters is how
we treat one another."

Study: Teaching Safe Sex Pays Off in
Preventing AIDS, Other Disease
By Paul Recer
AP Science Writer

« LANZA — PAUL MITCHELL .—

+ WALK—INS WELCOME

‘vaccine for years."
infection with a sexually transmit—
Study participants were virtu— ted disease; sex with a partner
ally all African—American or His— known to have multiple partners;
WASHINGTON (AP) — The panic. Most wete single. sex with an injection drug user; or
spread of AIDS could be reduced unemployed and had been treated sex with an HIV patient.
significantly by providing training previously for sexually transmitted
O‘Leary said people meeting .
in safe sex practices to inner city diseases. All were at high risk for these characteristics are among the —
residents who are most at risk of HIV infection. Most participants most likely to contract HIV or other
contracting the disease, according reported primarily heterosexual sexually transmitted diseases.
to a study published today.
behavior.
In total, 1,855 men and women
The study, involving 3,705 men
"Much of the early work in HIV were assigned to a control group,
and women recruited from commu— prevention focused on Gay, white — while 1,851 were assigned to a spe—
nity clinics in five states, was co— male populations, but we also cial training group. More than
ordinated by the Research Triangle wanted to know what works with 2,500 of the recruits were Black, ©
Institute in Research Triangle Park, these other people at risk," said while 751 were Hispanic, and the
N.C. The results showed that spe— — William Schlenger, an RTI psy— rest were of other ethnic origins,
cial safe sex training courses can chologist and also a co—author.
mostly European.
persuade up to half of those attend—
Dr. Steven E. Hyman, director
People in the control group at—
ing the classes to start using of the National Institute of Mental tended a safe sex video presenta—
condoms and to avoid unprotected Health, the sponsoring NIH tion that included a question and
sex, researchers said.
agency, said that changing the risk answer session.
Experts saidthe seven safe sex behavior of people is still the best
In the study group, the men and
training sessions used in the study way to prevent new HIV infections. _ women were broken into small
cost about $278 per pupil, but could
"If these behavioral changes groups with an instructor who
save thousands of health care dol— were maintained for even one year, talked and guided group discussion
lars by limiting the spread of HIV, there would be a profound, cost— about safe sex measures during
the virus that causes AIDS.
effective, public health impact in seven 1 1/2 to 2—hour sessions. The
Treating HIV with anti—viral the communities that adopted this instructions included the proper
drugs now costs about $12,000 a program," he said in a statement.
method of using a condom, with #
year per patient, researcherssay.
In the study, men and women genital models used as visual aids."
The research project is the larg— were recruited from 37 inner city The discussions included such is*
est controlled U.S. study designed clinics in five metropolitan areas: sues as self—control, partner selec—"
to precisely measure the effective— New York, Atlanta, Baltimore, tion and the effect of alcohol and
ness of modifying sexual behavior Milwaukee, Northern New Jersey, other substances on sexual behavior.
among men and women attending Los Angeles, and Orange and San
People in the control group re—
public health clinics. The study, Bernardino Counties in California. ceived food, gifts and $10 to $15
published in the journal Science;
The participants, all adults, were per session, said O‘Leary.
was supported by a National Insti— selected based on answers they
O‘Leary said that condom use
tutes of Health agency.
gave on a questionnaire which they increased from zero to 27 percent
Ann O‘Leary, a Rutgers Univer— filled out while patients at the clin— for the control group, and from zero
sity psychologist and one of seven ‘ics. Eligibility requirements in— to 42 percent in the study group.
primary authors of the study, said cluded engaging in unprotected sex At some clinics, half of the study
the research convincingly demon— during the previous 90 days, plus group members reported consistent
strates that sex education and train— one of the following requirements: use of condoms, she said.
ing in small groups may be the best sex with multiple and new partners;
way to change sexual behavior of
inner city residents who are most
at risk of contracting AIDS and
othersexually transmitted diseases.
7%
Share Us With a Friend
"Behavior science and preven—
tion are becoming increasingly re—
Then,
spected and employed in
medicine," she said. "With HIV, it
© isall we have in terms of preven—
tion. It‘s clear we will not have a

~ Many left the service in tears.
"It‘s hard to see the legacy that
he started go on without him," said
congregant Jackie Lawrence.
Lawrence said the congregation
was already better because of
Creech‘s leadership.
"We‘ll rise above this," she said.
"I think we‘ll be a stronger, closer
and better congregation because of
what he has done for us."
Later, a farewell program and
reception were held for Creech, his
family and his associate pastor, the
Rev. Susan Mullins, who is taking
a leave of absence in the wake of
the controversy.
Whether the First United con—
gregation can be reunited after
Creech‘s departure remains to be
seen.
Members such as Patty Babbel
said they believe Creech and his
supporters have abandoned bibli—
cal teachings on homosexuality,
and Creech opponents resent being
called bigots by some on the other

Recycle Us!

Recycle Us!

side.
"We can‘t accept going against
the Word," Babbel said.
The church‘s newly appointed
senior pastor, the Rev. Donald
Bredthauer, has agreed to meet
with Creech opponents this June 7
for a question—and—answer session.
The group will meet June 17 at
Boys Town to discuss the direction
it wants to take, said Mel Semrad,
an organizer.
Creech opponents, however,
will continue to meet through June
at the cathedral.
Creech will take a leave of ab—
sence from the Nebraska Confer—
ence of the United Methodist
Church and spend the summer with
his family in Ocracoke, a resort is—
land off the coast of North Caro—
lina.
The family will then move to
Raleigh, N.C., where they lived
before Creech‘s Omaha assign—
ment. Bredthauer, an assistant pas—
_tor under Creech, will take over as
First United Methodist‘s senior
pastor July 1.
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Gay, Lesbian
By Juan B Elizondo Jr
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN (AP) — A group of
Gay and Lesbian Republicans
blasted their party June 5 for refus—
ing their request for exhibit space
at the upcoming state GOP conven—
tion.
‘"We‘re not asking for‘special
rights.‘ We‘re Republicans asking
for the same opportunity to be
heard that other Republicans have,"
said Steve Labinski, president of
the Log Cabin Republicans of

Texas.
"I believe the party‘s decision
will not sit well with fair—minded
Republicans across this state," he
said.
Party spokesman Robert Black

Republicans

Blast Party Exclusion

The Gay and Lesbian organiza—
said what doesn‘ sit well with most
Republicans is the Log Cabin tion sued the party in 1996 after it
was denied exhibit and advertising
group‘ s attack on family values.
‘"The Republican Party is a big space at the state convention that
tent organization," Black said. year. The Texas Supreme Court
"However, the Republican Party is ruled against the group, saying the
not going to allow individuals like GOP is a private organization.
Labinski said he is a Republi—
the Log Cabins or the KKK or any
other hate group that are in direct can because he believe in most of
conflict with our philosophy a fo— the party‘s positions. But he said
rum to spread their hateful mes— religious conservativeshave taken
control of party administration,
sage."
"We ‘don‘t allow pedophiles, making it hostile toward people of
transvestites or cross—dressers, ei— differing views.
Black said mainstream Repub—
ther," Black said.
licans
control the party.
Black said members of the Log §
The Log Cabin Republicans
Cabin Republicans are extremists
also released copies of proposed
hateful toward people of faith.
Labinski, an elected delegate to changes to party rules, including an
the June 12;13 convention in Fort attempt to move the nomination of
Worth, said his group is not hateful. Republican candidates for state of—

governorwould
acceptan
endorse—
ment
from
the
Log
Cabin
Republi—
cans.
Sheorganizing
said the governor
has no
part
in
the
convention
or excluding
Labinski‘sPartygroup.
Texas
Democratic
spokes—
man
Rafe
Bemporad
said
his
party
has
notrefused
any
group‘s
request
fornio exhibit
spacelaterat itsthisSanmonth.
Anto—
convention
He saidmembers
the GOP‘s
decision
to
exclude
of
its
own
party
raises toquestions
about
the party‘s
effort
reach
out
to
other
minor—
ity Ingroups.
addition toexcluding

fice from a primary election sys—
tem to a caucus system. That would
require changes in state law even
if adopted by convention delegates.
Labinski said religious conser—
vatives want caucus nominations
because they could. control who
participates.
"It would be disastrous," he
said. "They would field unelectable
candidates."
Labinski said his group gener—
ally supports Republican candi—
the Log
dates for state office and will issue
endorsements later this year. He Cabin Republicans, the GOP has
said the group is pleased with Gov. refused exhibit space to the Texas
George W. Bush‘s first term, but Freedom Network, a nonpartisan
would not say if it will endorse group opposed to religious conser—
vatives.: Republicans have called
Bush‘s re—election.
>
Bush spokeswoman Karen the group a front for the Demo—
Hughes could not say whether the cratic Party.

Lesbian Says Attacks Will Not Make Her Disappear
BUFORD, S.C. (AP) — An area
woman who was beaten twice in
the past six months by people she
said do not like her Lesbian
lifestyle vows not hide or let the
attacks change her sexual orienta—
tion.
"People take offense that I don t
hide it," Regan Wolf, 40, told The
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer for a
story June 8. "They‘d like for me
to be a good little queer and stay in
the closet. Well, I don‘t do that.
Never have and never will."
Police are searching for the
people who hit her on the head May
13. Wolf says she blacked out. Her
live—in companion, Jenna Wolf,
discovered Regan Wolf tied to the
back porch rafters with a dozen or

Shawn A. Gingrich
Phone 396—1969
Fax 396—2100
4

more slash marks on her back, po— a scruffy beard. She said she was
»hit on the back of the head and
lice records said.
"She was suspended, and her‘ blacked out.

head was drooped over," Jenna
Wolf, 31, said. "I called her name,
and she didn‘ t answer me. I thought
she was dead."
Gay rights groups say Regan
Wolf is a symbol of persecution.
They demonstrated in Columbia in
support of hate—crime laws:"If ever
there was a need for this type of
legislation, this attack is a primary
example of why," Wolf‘s mother, —
Jackie Adams, said at the rally.
Regan Wolf said that on Dec. 26
she heard someone walking on the
front porch of her mobile home,
and when she opened the door she
saw a stocky red—haired man with

3003 Airways Blvd.
Suite 701
Memphis, TN 38131

OVERSTUFFED

dead, faggot. It‘s only a matter of Charlotte area, about 20 miles
north.
time."
She was a construction worker
Lancaster Sheriff Johnny
Cauthen said his department has in Baltimore, Atlanta, New Or—
found no suspects. "It‘s going frus— leans, and San Antonio, Texas, and
tratingly slow," he said. The State was a deckhand on a salvage boat
Law. Enforcement Division and off the Miami coast. She worked
for EF: Hutton in Los Angeles and
FBI also have investigated.
Kris Pratt, a senior policy ana— «as a massage therapist and bar

Within a few hours, Adams
came by the house and found Wolf
tied to the rafters and railing of the
front porch, according to police and
FBI reports. —
On the steps of her porch, in red
spray paint, police found the lyst for the Human Rights Cam—
phrase, "Jesus weren‘t born for & palgn said South Carolina is one ,
you, faggot."
j of nine states Withouthate—crime.
. Wolf told police that on Feb. 28 — "laws.
a man punched her in the side of
"According to FBI statistics, —
the head and yelled "faggot." Wolf 1,000 hate crimes against Gays and
said she recognized the same red— Lesbians were reported in 1996.
haired man.
Three of those were in South Caro—
A cream—colored truck drove by lina.
her home three weeks later, she
Regan Wolf has moved off the
said, and the driver yelled, "You‘re land she:grew up on and into the

GAYVON
BY DOS AMIGOS—MEMPHIS
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bouncer in Alaska.
But she said she never encoun—
‘tered harassment like she did in
"Lancaster County.
Wolfreturned to Lancaster in |
1989 and spent recent years creat—
ing computer World Wide Web
sites and doing freelance research
for small companies.
Wolf wants to have a family and
had hoped to raise it where she
spent her childhood.
"We‘re just like any other
couple," she said. "I mean, we
don‘t go to McDonald‘s and make
out, but when we walk we hold
hands."
Wolf said the attacks won‘t
change that.
"I will stand up for what I be—
lieve in," she said. "I mean, who
the hell are they to judge?"
Who
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Attorneys

Move Toward

Utah Gay Clubs

Bluff City Sports Association

Lawsuit

Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—
cation Fund in New York and the
National Center for Lesbian Rights,
based in San Francisco.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The complaint alleges the Salt
The Salt Lake City School District
Lake School District‘s 1996 deci—
has agreed to discuss settling a law—
sion that school clubs must be di—
suit over its ban of dozens of stu—
rectly linked to curriculum is being
dent clubs, including one for Gay
arbitrarily applied and is unconsti—
students at East High School.
tutional.
Attorneys on June 8 said they
It seeks temporary and perma—
would pursue mediation to resolve
nent injunctions against the
the lawsuit against the district.
district‘s policy and payment of
"Our hope is to have this re—
compensatory damages and legal
solved by July 15, but that all de—
fees.
pends on the schedule of the
The policy was adopted after a
mediator," said Dan Larsen, an as—
group of students at East High
sistant attorney general for Utah.
School attempted to form a school—
Jon Davidson, an attorney for
the plaintiffs, said after the brief sanctioned Gay—straight alliance.
The move outraged some parents,
status hearing that the move toward
school and district officials and
settling doesn‘t mean their case
particularly the Legislature.
couldn‘t win at trial.
The state and school district de—
"Our first goal is for the stu—
clined an offer last month to have
dents‘ interests to be met,"
the lawsuit dropped in exchange for
Davidson said.
dropping the 1996 ban. But school
He told U.S. District Judge
board President Karen Derrick met
Bruce Jenkins that both sides
would pursue preparations for a . informally with a group of the East
High students and on June 5 both
possible trial if a solution could not
sides agreed to talk.
be found.
The apparent change of heart
The lawsuit was filed in March
was downplayed by state attorneys.
by the Utah Chapter of the Ameri—
"This is the first time they have
can Civil Liberties Union and a pair
approached us with mediation and
of Gay—rights advocacy groups —
By Matthew Brown
Associated Press Writer

California School‘s Gay
Pride Display Taken
Following

Settling

Down

not asking for a change in policy,"
Larsen said.
Plaintiffs had said they filed the
lawsuit because the school board
appeared unwilling to budge from
its stance on student clubs.
But Larsen said members of the
Gay—Straight Alliance at East High
voiced some legitimate concerns to
Derrick about harassment they
have endured over the ban of all
clubs and the financial burden of
having to pay rent to meet at the
school.
"The board felt that it had made
the right decision at the right time,"
Larsen said. "But the students have
raised some valid concerns that
should be addressed."
Among the district‘s concerns
that would have to be addressed in
settlement talks are the supervision
of noncurricular clubs and the fi—
nancial burden it places on schools
and students.
&
"This is not a case about
money," Larsen said. "They are
suing to try to get a change. The
question is what they want and
what the district can give."
Jenkins pressed Davidson to
speed up trial preparations and re—
sisted requests to add more plain—
tiffs. He said it appeared
contradictory to move toward a
settlement, while asking to expand
the pool of parties involved.
"We just want to resolve this as
soon as possible in any way we
can," Davidson told the judge.

Controversy

DANVILLE, Calif. (AP) —
School officials have taken down
a high school‘s controversial Gay
Pride Month exhibit early, much to
the dismay of the students who cre—
ated it.
Members of the Diversity Club
at San Ramon Valley High School
say they thought it would remain
on display through the end of the
school year. Instead, administrators
removed it June 5, four days after

it went up.
"All of the other displays were
up a lot longer," said Meganne
Furey, 15, one of its designers.
Principal David Lorden said he
received a handful of complaints
from students about the display, but
called its removal "routine."
Mounted along a wall in a glass
case, the display included a Gay
Pride Month sign, a rainbow flag,
a pink triangle, and a list of Gay
people who have made significant
contributions to society.
One faculty member said he
was surprised the display lasted as
long as it did.
"Some kids spat on it. Some
kids started yelling obscenities

about Gays," the faculty member
told the San Francisco Examiner.
"... But by June 5, kids were walk—
ing by it and barely pausing. It
seemed that the fire generated
wasn‘t sustained."
"By the third day, no one really
cared," said Ms. Furey, who was
surprised by what she said was ex—
cessive haste in removing the dis—
play.
An adjoining dlsplay dealing
with World War II was not re—
moved.
During the week, one student
circulated a petition demanding it
be taken down, and made "Straight
Pride" shirts, which several stu—
dents were seen wearing, she said.
The front of the shirts said "I‘m
Proud to be Straight."
Other
adverse
reaction
prompted the administration to post
security personnel near the display.
Lorden told the Contra Costa
Times the display "brought up
some definite opposing views on
the issue. I think some people have
some real strong feelings for and
against this. ... It surprised me."

Softball League Standings
(As of June 21)
LOST
WON
1
10
Autumns St. Haze
3
8
J—Wag‘s Jaguars >
5
6
Re/Max
6
5
Mid South Vision Center Peepers
7
4
— Cole Haysten Clippers
11
0
Pipeline Drillers
GAME RESULTS
Re/Max
June 14
Juaguars
Haze
Re/Max
June 21
Haze
Jaguars

3
6
7
4
6
7

Peepers
Clippers
Drillers
Clippers
Peepers
Drillers

19
4
0 —
2
4
0

GLADD Supports —
Proposed Legislation to
Protect Children Online
GLAAD is applauding efforts
by both the Federal Trade Commis—
sion (FTC) and U.S. Representa—
tive Nick Lampson (D—Beaumont,
Texas) which specifically target —
child
pornographers
and
pedophiles.
A disturbing recent trend in
Internet legislation has attempted,
under the guise of protecting chil—
dren, to limit free speech and ac—
cess to age—appropriate materials
on the Internet through the man—
dated use of Internet filtering soft—
ware.
\
Instead, both the FTC proposal
and the Lampson Bill focus on
«strengthening existing laws against
those who victimize children.

The FTC seeks to require sites
to obtain parental permission be—
fore collecting information from
children who are 12 and under.
The Lampson Bill would give
an additional $2 million to the Cus—
toms Service‘s International Child
Pornography Investigation and Co—
ordination Center for Internet en—
forcement.
"GLAAD agreesthat the FTC
should act to ensure child safety.
We‘re encouraged by the proposal
to strengthen existing child pornog—
raphy laws as opposed to censor—
ing what is often educational and
important information for chil—
dren," said GLAAD Interactive
Media Director Loren Javier.
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Baptlsts Tango in Utah:
No Steps Forward, Two Gigantic Steps Back!
byStaffWriter
Ira L. King
Last ofmonth,
in theCity,Morman
Mecca
Salt
Lake
Utah,
Southern
Baptist
Convention
(SBC)when
tookittwo
giant stepsadopted
back—
ward
unanimously
an updated statementoffaith
Southern

"Marriage is the uniting of one
man and one woman in covenant
commitment for a lifetime. It is
God‘s unique gift to reveal the
union between Christ and His
church, and to provide for the man
and the woman in marriage the
framework for intimate compan—
tionship, the channelfor sexual ex—
pression according to biblical |
standards; and the means for pro—
creation of the human race.
"The husband and wife are of
equal worth before God. Both bear
God‘simage, but each in differing

Wthh
read as follows:
t
"God has ordained the family
as the foundational institution of
human society. It is composed of
persons related to one another by
marriage, blood or adoption.
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that I ought to be more careful
about where I went and where I was
people. A husband is to love his
seen. I remember feeling guilty and
wife as Christ loved the church. He
dirty until I realized that where I
has the God—given responsibility to
>was and what I did with my own
provide for, to protect, and to lead
time was my business and not that
his family. A wife is to submit gra—
of some busybody who had noth—
ciously to the servant leadership of
ing better to do than gossip about
her husband even as the church
my goings and comings. I remem—
willingly submits to the headship
ber asking who my accuser was and
of Christ. She, being "in the image
being told that wasn‘t important. I
of God" as is her husband and thus
definitely remember realizing "I‘ ve
equal to him, has the God—given
had enough of this!"
responsibility to respect her hus—
As I have pointed out in the past,
band to serve as his "helper" in
I am not in the business of outing
. managing their household and nur—
people. I will not do so here. How—
turing the next generation.
ever, the gloves are off. Churches
"Children, from the moment of
like Bellevue Baptist, Central
conception, are a blessing and
Church (an independent church
heritage from the Lord. Parents are
with strong Presbyterian leanings),
to demonstrate to their children
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
God‘ s pattern for marriage. Par—
Church and any others who refuse
ents are to teach their children
to come to terms with the fact that
spiritual and moral values and to
conservatively 10 percent of their
lead them,
through consistent
congregations are closeted homo—
*lifestyle example and loving disci—
sexuals are living in a stupidity im—
plme to make choices based on posed dream world. They need to
biblical truth. Children are to wake up and smell the hypocrisy.
honor and obey their parents."
Some SBC churches realize that at
least 10% of their congregations
On the surface this statement of are living two separate lives and in
belief seemsscholarly and biblical. the process perpetuating a lie. They
However, a reading between the tell their church that they are one
lines reveals an arrogance and ig— thing when they and God know that
norance that is anything but Chris— they are something else. This
tian.
makes hypocrites of thecloseted
Of course the most glaring pro— Gay church member and the church
nouncement is the SBC‘s steadfast leadership that is happy supporting
refusal to recognize homosexual— such behavior having full knowl—
ity as an acceptable sexual orien— edge that it is perpetuating a lie and
tation and homosexual unions as — deceiving the rest of the congrega—
healthy and acceptable in God‘s tion.
sight.
SBC delegates alsocalled on
Just a few short years ago the Congress to nullify President
SBC gave a public and long over— Clinton‘s executive order prohib—
due apology to Black Americans iting discrimination against federal
for it‘s reprehensible treatment of employees based on sexual orien—
that race in the past. This was easy tation. The resolutionstates: "Ho—
for the SBC to do since such an mosexual politics is masquerading
apology did not necessarily mean today as civil rights. "We oppose
thousands of Blacks would be all efforts to provide government
flocking to SBC churches in a show endorsement, sanction, recogni—
of reconciliation. In short, the SBC tion, acceptance or civil rights ad—
could make the apology without vantage on — the basis of
fear of tainting its lily—white con— homosexuality."
gregations. I‘m afraid those of us
And, adding insult to injury, the
who are Christian and Gay will delegates considered a resolution
have to wait until we get to heaven asking President Clinton‘s home
to experience a similar apology. church in Little Rock to "disci—
You see, to apologize to Gays and pline" him if he refused to rescind
Lesbians for the way it has treated the order. They decided instead to
us now would mean outing several ask legislators to cease public fi—
Gay and Lesbian members of SBC nancing of the National Endow—
congregations all over the world. ment for the Arts and the Public
God forbid that churches like Broadcasting System if those two
Bellevue Baptist should have to organizations continued their "at—
openly recognize that there are dea— tack on Chiristianity." The gaul of
cons and choir members in it s the SBC is amazing.
church who do not subscribe to "the
Such SBC churches are the rea—
uniting of one man and one woman son many Gays and Lesbians have
in covenant commitment for a life— left the denomination—and found
time."
solace and acceptance in churches
Several years ago I was a mem— like Holy Trinity Community, Liv—
ber of Bellevue Baptist. I remem— ing Word and Safe Harbor. These
ber that one day I was called into a are predominantly, but not exclu—
church official‘s office and in— sively, Gay congregations where
formed that someone had seen me God‘s love and acceptance are not
go into the Pipeline after work and subject to manmade confessions of
before coming to church. I was told faith that are tailored to the narrow
ways.

The

marriage

relationship

models the way God relates to His

interpretations of Scripture as es—
poused by small—minded men,
many of whom are closeted Gays
themselves.
It is apparent that the SBC cares
nothing about freedom of speech,
which includes freedom of expres—
sion in thearts. I truly believe that
if the SBC could it would rewrite
the U.S. Constitution and outlaw
any and all expressions, attitudes,
policies, procedures and laws that
did not fit its definition of what our
nation ought to be. How can such
a large group of people be so
Let‘s move on to the issue of
submissive women. The SBC lead—
ership, composed largely of white,
Anglo—Saxon, Protestant, over—
weight, narrow—minded, scriptur—
ally inept, arrogant men, has
decided that when women started
standing up for themselves and not
taking crap from ego—maniacs they
ceased to be submissive. You‘re
damned right they ceased to be sub—
missive. This barefoot, pregnant
| and in the kitchen mentality is vin—
tage SBC doctrine — and now they
have it in writing. Isn‘t that conve—
nient!
The delegates also have deter—
mined that women should not par—
ticipate in combat. To do so would
be antethical to their "God—given"
roles. The resolution reads: "The
essence of combat is to use force
against an enemy in order to kill,
damage or destroy, a purpose and
essence aligned with the male role
but opposed to the female role."
Throughout the history of the
world, in both biblical and modem
times, women have played signifi—
cant roles on and off the battlefield
during times of war. Many have
willingly died defending a nation
or a way of life they believed in.
Nowhere in Scripture are women
prohibited from fighting in combat.
The SBC has chosen to tell God
and the world otherwise.
The SBC wants women to be
lead by idiotic bubbas who show
up at church on Sunday as a part of
their community service and then
go home and treat their wives and
children like chatal and slaves. The
truth is, there are very few lay bib—
lical scholars within or outside the
SBC. Most of what SBC WASP .
males know about Scripture they
got from the pulpit, not from their
own reading and study. They take
the minister‘s word for how Scrip— —
ture ought to be interpreted. They
seldom research Scripture on their
own and try to reason for them—
selves. They often twist what they
hear from that pulpit to fit their own
way of thinking. No woman in her
right mind (Southern Baptist or
otherwise) would submit to such a
man.
._ SBC delegates also discussed a
resolution to condemn moral and
legal misconduct by certain public
officials and declare that "moral
See SBC on page 27
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A Lott of Intolerance from the GOP Extreme Right "Comes Out"
Attacking

Gay and

Lesbian

nation of openly Gay philanthro—
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Re—
pist James Hormel to become am—
publican Senate Majority Leader
bassador to Luxembourg.
§
Trent Lott in an interview , openly
~ "I amappalled but not surprised
attacked the Gay and Lesbian com—
munity by referring to them as "sin— ‘., by Senator Lott‘s offensive com—
ners"
and
comparing, ments," said DNC National Chair
homosexuality to illnesses such as® Steve Grossman. "Mr. Lott and his
Republican colleagues seem more
alcoholism, kleptomania, and sex
focused on degrading the personal
addiction.
lives of individual Americans
The offensive 1nterv1ew aired
over the Father‘s Day weekend.
This is not the first time that Sena:
tor Lott and other Republicans have
attacked the Gay and Lesbian com—
munity. In 1996, Mr. Lott made—his
views clear by speaking out against
legislation that would ban discrimi—
nation against homosexuals in the
workplace. The remarks have
sparked heightened attention to the
fact that Mr. Lott has refused to
allow a floor debate on the nomi—

rather than working to solve the
problems facing this country."
_"Once again, the GOP has
proven that all they care about is
the extreme right and have no in—
terest in including or respecting all
Americans,"
said
DNC General +
C
§
Chair Governor Roy Romer. "Mr.©
Lott‘s remarks are simply unac—
ceptable and I call upon him and
his party to offer an apédlogy."
"The recent remarks made by

278—5475
Pager: 541—9792

Community

Sen. Lott serve again as another
example of how the Republican
Party is extreme and out of touch
with the American people," said
DNC Director of Gay and Lesbian
Outreach Mark Spengler. "Our
Party and our Democratic leader—
ship including President Clinton

and the DNC Chairs, have a record
of respect, inclusion and non—dis—
crimination for Gay and Lesbian
Americans."
The DNC and the Clinton Ad—
ministration have endorsed the
Employment Non—Discrimination
Act, and Hate Crimes Prevention

Sen. D‘amato Implores Trent Lott To
Schedule Vote for Ambassadorial Nominee
James Hormel in Strongly Worded Letter
WASHINGTON
Bias
against Gay Americans is the sole
reason Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott has not scheduled a vote
on James Hormel‘s nomination to
be the ambassador of Luxembourg, —
said Senator Alfonse D‘ Amato in
an emphatic letter he sent to Sena—
tor Lott.
Senator D‘Amato urged the
majority leader to schedule an up
or down vote on the nomination.
— ‘"I fear Mr. Hormel‘s nomina—
tion is being obstructed for one rea—
son, and one reason only: the fact
he is Gay.
"In this day and age, when people
ably serve our country in so many
capacities without regard ro sexual
orientation, for the United States Sen—
ate to deny an appointment on that
basis is simply wrong," stated Sena—
tor D‘ Amato in his letter.
"Senator D‘Amato‘s letter
places the Hormel nomination in a
whole new light. Momentum is
building within the GOP caucus to
bring this nomination to the floor,"
says HRC Political Director
— Winnie Stachelberg. Senator
D‘ Amato also called for the Repub—

lican party to return to its core val—

experiences of things that are

ues of moderation and fairness.

wrong, but you should try to work

"On a personal level, I am em—
barrassed that our Republican
Party, the Party of Lincoln, is seen

Pride Paratie Winners
Float

Memphis Pride

¥ 1st place: Club 501 — "Afternoon in the Tropics"
* 2nd place: Backstreet — "Portable Disco"
* 3rd place: Bluff City Sports Association—"Rainbow Ball Cap"
* Honorable Mention: One More—"We Brought Our Own Patio"

Walking Group
¥ Ist place: MAGY for chants
and color
* 2nd place: Ole Miss GLBA for distance
and titleholders
* 3rd place: B—Gala, U of M, for lots ofﬂags
&

Vehicle
¥ 1st place: Crossroads —
"Drag—O—Rama"
* 2nd place: Amnesia — "Flags & Music"
* 3rd place: 94.7 Free Radio—"Rainbow Radio"
Honorable Mentions:
* Memphis Bears for throwing candy
* Hard Rock Cafe for sponsorship
* Rumors from Tupelo for long distance
* Chi Chi Macarena for largest dress
7

Honorable Mentions:
* NOW for inclusiveness
* ASU for distance
* Safe Harbor Family Church, Jackson, Miss.,
for distance and inclusiveness.

Special Thanks to the cast of The Rocky Horror Show appearing for the second year in a row.

tice," said Senator D‘ Amato.

leader and former diplomat. He has

The views Lott expressed on a

faiva'l"

SV emou

lJ\b\ BNY ——

t {9G

nemen n d toa mme ne nemen

is a prominent civic

served as alternate U.S. represen—

conservative cable television show

tative to the United Nations Gen—

put into question Lott‘s assertion

eral Assembly and as a member of

that he was not holding up the

the U.S. delegation to the UN Hu— —

Hormel nomination simply be—

man Rights Commission.
Based on his superb qualifica—

cause Hormel is Gay.
When asked whether or not ho—

tions, he has amassed a diverse ar—

mosexuality was a sin, Lott replied,

ray

"Yeah, it is. You should still love

senators Joe Biden (D—DE), Orrin

that person. You should try not to

Hatch (R—UT), Dianne Feinstein

mistreat them as outcasts.

(D—CA), Gordon Smith (R—OR), as

You

of

supporters

well

with that problem, just like alco—

Madeleine Albright and former

hol or sex.

Reagan administration secretary of

There are all kinds of

problems, addictions, difficulties,

Dallas

Paper

Cultural

as

Secretary

including

should show them a way to deal

of

State

state George Shultz.

Discusses

Conflicts

The May 31 Dallas Morning
Newsfeatured an interesting article

of

Science

ated."
McKenzie interviews a host of

on the ways in which science will

scientists,

not solve the cultural struggle

much—discredited Joseph Nicolosi,

against anti—Gay bias and discrimi—

who claims he can "cure" Gay men.

even

including the

Even Nicolosi,

who spends

much time claiming being Gay is a
McKenzie

"pathology," concedes sexual ori—

points to both Simon LeVay‘s now—

entation is both biological and en—

famous hypothalamus study and

, vironmental. The story outlines

the recent study by University of

much of the biological research

Texas

currently reported, as well as the

Reporter

Aline

researcher

Dennis

McFadden about the possible dif—

ways in which each study has been

ferences in the inner ear between

problematized.

heterosexual women and Lesbians.

"By scientific standards, these

"Such biological studies are part

findings qualify as a beginning,"

of one of today‘s biggest cultural

McKenzie notes. "But by cultural

debates —whether being Gay is in—

standards," she says, "they were

born—and, by extension, either a

bombshells." She adds that the

trait worthy of political protection

studies have been used in congres—

or a defect needful of a cure — or

sional debates over Gays in the

whether it‘s a choice. The best bi—

military, and within families as a

ologists can say is that sexual ori—

means of coming to terms with a

entation seems to be fixed by early

child‘s sexual orientation. "All of

childhood, by some unknown com—

which," McKenzie writes, "over—

bination of genetic, social and hor—

plays the state of the research, the

monal

scientists say."

influences," McKenzie

writes.

The article raises an important

"The political questions are no

point acknowledged by many Les—

clearer, the researchers say. To

bian, Gay, bisexual and trans—

them, what underlies sexual orien—

gendered people fighting for equal

tation and how society should treat

rights and fair treatment in society:

Gay people are entirely separate

While science may explain why

questions, and the meaning of their * people are Gay, homophobia, like
findings has been greatly exagger—
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Hormel, a San Francisco busi—
nessman,

tation.

Best of the Best

with that person to learn how to
control that problem."

to be the force behind this injus—

nation on the basis of sexual orien—

UNITY IN COMMUNITY

legislation. Mr. Lott‘s comments
come just weeks after President
Clinton‘s signing of an Executive
Order banning discrimination
based on sexual orientation in the
federal workforce.

all forms of bigotry, is irrational.
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Appeals Court Says Lesbian‘s
By William Kates
Associated Press Writer
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
appeals court was simply uphold—
ing state law by ruling that a
Lesbian‘s ex—partner does not have
any custodial rights to the couple 8

child, an attorney says.
"Actually I was not surprised.~
It was the correct decision under
‘the case law that exists right now
in New York," Marsha Hunt, the
attorney for the biological mother,
said June 15.
The Appellate Division of State
Supreme Court in Rochester unani—
mously ruled that the ex—partner
had no legal standing in the case
because same sex marriages are not
recognized in New York.
As a result, the appeals court

reversed the decision of an
Onondaga Family Court judge who
had given the ex—partner temporary
visitation rights to the child and
dismissed the case.
"The appellate court agreed
with us that this case should never
have been in Family Court and dis—
missed it for lack of standing. They
said as a non—parent she basically
has absolutely no rights under New
York law," Hunt said.
The case had been watched
closely because of its potential to
break new legal ground on the
adoption rights of unmarried part—
ners.
Family Court Judge Bryan
Hedges decided in February to give
the ex—partner temporary visitation
rights over the objections of the
child’s birth—mother, who had been

Ex—Partner Has

involved in a 17—year Lesbian re—
lationship with the other woman
until their breakup last October.
According to Richard Alder—
man, the ex—partner‘s lawyer, the
women decided to have a child
through artificial insemination. The
ex—partner claimed she had a par—
tial hysterectomy based on her
companion‘s promise to have a
child for both of them.
Together they planned for the
birth and agreed to share the rights
and responsibilities of child—rear—
ing, Alderman said. The couple had
a baby girl on Sept. 17, 1993. The
baby was given the ex—partner‘s last
name as her middle name to signify
her parenthood, Alderman said.
To protect the identity of the 4—
year—old child, authorities have
askedthat the two women‘s names

No Rights to Child

not be made public.
In February 1997, the two.
women jointly filed an adoption
petition under which the biologi—
cal mother allegedly agreed to give
up her rights as a natural parent so
the two women could adopt the
child together as equal parents.
However, they ended their relation—
ship before the adoption proceed—
ings were final. As a result, the
ex—partner has no standing in the
custody matter, the appeals court
ruled.
In its three—page decision, the
appeals court further said that un—
der New York law a biological
parent‘s custodial rights "cannot be
denied unless the non—parent can |
establish that the parent has—relin—
quished that right because of sur—

render, abandonment, persisting
neglect, unfitness or other like ex—
traordinary circumstances."
The ex—partner failed to prove
that the mother had relinquished
her custody rights. The appeals
court said it was "insufficient to
show that the child has bonded
psychologically With the non—par—
ent."
Hunt said the ex—partner would
not have any access to the child.
"At this point in time, it‘s not
in the best interests of the child to
have contact with the ex—partner.
Whether that changes in the future
is something L can‘t comment on,"
she said.
Alderman could not be reached
June 15 for comment about the
ruling.

Gay Couple at Heart of Adoption

PYRAMID—REALTORS

By Amy Westfeldt
Associated Press Writer
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A Gay
couple whose adoption of a 2—year—
old boy prompted a landmark
change in state adoption laws ex—
changed vows in an Episcopal cer—
emony in June.
Priests at the Episcopal Church
of the Atonement in Fair Lawn
blessed a "holy union" for Jon and
Michael Galluccio on June 14.
"The word marriage won‘t be
used and the word wedding won‘t
be used, but the other language will
be very similar," Jon Galluccio,
who changed his name earlier this
year from Jon Holden, said prior
to the ceremony.
The national church is divided
over same—sex unions. A proposal

endorsing the blessing of same—sex
marriageslost in a nearly even vote

at last year‘s national convention.
But the diocese of Newark is
one of the most supportive of Gays
in the nation, supporting same—sex
unions and the ordination of Gay
ministers. The diocese in June
elected the Rev. John Croneberger,
one of six candidates to support,
blessing same—sex unions and or—
daining Gay ministers, to succeed
as bishop in 2000. One ofthe can—
didates nominated was anopenly
Gay man.
Holden, 34, and—Galluccio, 36,
were raised as Roman Catholics but
"when we both fell in love, we both
stopped practicing our religion be—
cause our religion told us we were
going to hell," Holden said.
The couple joined the Episco—
pal church four years ago, saying
they found it more accepting.
"We‘ve wanted for a long time
to stand before God and our fellow

parishioners to be recognized in our
relationship and our commitment
to one another," he said.
The couple have lived together
for 16 years.
New Jersey became the first
state in the country to allow Gay
or unmarried couples to adopt last
year, when a class—action lawsuit
brought by Holden and Gallucceio
was settled.
Under the settlement, the state
Division of Youth and Family Ser—
vices must scrapits policy barring
joint adoption of its wards by Gay
or unmarried couples.
The settlement talks began af—
ter a judge approved a petition of
the couple to adopt 2—year—old
Adam Galluccio, a foster child the
couple cared for since he was 3
months old.
The Gallucciosalso plan to adopt
their 18—month—old foster daughter.
#"

Methodists Urge
Sexual Tolerance
LINCOLN,
Neb.
(AP) —voted
Ne— Aldersgate United
braska
United
Methodists
June 4 God‘s
to encourage
churches
"to
extend
peace
and
God‘sjus—
tice to Gays and Lesbians and their
families."
Thedebate
motion,by theapproved
after
much
church‘s
Ne _
braska
Annual
Conference
del—
egates,
viewedunity.
as conciliatory
andThea stepwas
toward
church
hasofbeen
divided
over
the
question
homosexual
unions who
sinceleftthehisRev.
Jimmy
Creech,
Omaha
con—a
gregation
last
month,
conducted
union ceremony last year for two
Lesbians.
"I see a torealfindeffortsome
on thecommon
part of
delegates
ground,
to love each
other
and
to
love
us
through
this,"
said
Mavis
Ganzel, a member of Lincoln‘s
Nebraska

Methodist

Church.
Her pastor, the Rev. Murray
Schmechel, spearheaded the mo—
tion to encourage churches to be
more open to homosexuals.
"What this is doing is very
clear," he said. "We‘re simply try—
ing to get our churches to welcome
these folks and provide them the
love and safety we all enjoy."
Delegates also defeated mea—
sures calling for a special session
of the General Conference of the
church to clarify and strengthen the
denomination‘s prohibition on
same—sex unions.
The delegates, who are meeting
at Nebraska Wesleyan University
also voted against asking Nebraska
Bishop Joel Martinez to prohibit
pastors from performing such cer—
emonies.

Another proposal, asking the
General Conference to approve ;
new. language clearly prohibiting ‘
pastors from performing same—sex
‘ceremonies, was referred to the
Board of Christian Social Witness,
a group that Schmechel will chair
during the coming year.
In March, a church jury ruled
that Creech did not violate church
law by officiating at the Lesbian
union ceremony. In April, how—
ever, the denomination‘s Council
of Bishops, voted in Lincoln to
uphold the church‘s stated ban on
same—sex ceremonies. Creech has
not been re—appointed to serve his
church.
The Judicial Council, which
serves as a Supreme Court for the
denomination, will rule in August
on whether the prohibition is bind—
ing on local pastors.
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Settlement to Wed

Ministers‘

Reaction

By David Koenig
Associated Press Writer

Mixed to Baptist Family—Leadership Doctrine

Conservative pastors saw the
statement on the family, which also
instructs husbands to love their
wives, as merely a restatement of a
passage from the New Testament
book of Ephesians. But even some ‘
. supporters said the convention‘s ac—
© tion could be misunderstood.
"It‘s a good statement, but it
might be misinterpreted by people
outside the church," said Steve
Stroope, seniorpastor of Lake Pointe
Baptist Church in Rockwall.
"When God created the family,
he meant for there to be leadership,"
Stroope said. "At Microsoft or Wal—
Mart, nobody says, ‘Why do I have
to submit to the boss?‘ But in the
family, everyone 55:3 paranoid about ,

DALLAS (AP) — Early reaction
to a Southern Baptist —Convention
declaration that a woman should
"submit herself graciously" to her
husband in family matters reveals
sharp diversity of opinion within the
nation‘s largest Protestant church.
Delegates to the Southern Baptist
Convention this week in Salt Lake
City approved the first changeto The
Baptist Faith and Message document
in 35 years.: It included the ‘contro—
~ versial directive to women and an ex—
clusively heterosexual definition of
marriage.
Critics within the church viewed
the convention‘s action as a slap at the word ‘submit.
John Pollard, senior pastorat
women.
‘"They took a good thing, the fam— Richland Baptist Church *
ily, and used it as a cloak to further Richardson, said the debate over the
their own agenda, which is to limit article reflects the division among
the role of women in the church," Baptists between those who believe
"and some who
said Brian Harbour, senior pastor of the
the First Baptist Church in . pick and choose in what they be—
lieve."
Richardson.
"I don‘t have a problem with
"I think the publicity will increase
a lot of people‘s discomfort with this," Pollard said. "The whole con—
what‘s happening in the Southern text begins with the man loving his
wife like Christ loved the church.
Baptist Convention."
"It could be embarrassing to some Really the heavier burden is on the
Baptists," said Julie Pennington— man, if you read the whole passage."
Russell; who will become the first
"It won‘t change anything we‘re
female senior pastor at a Southern doing," agreed Bob Dean, senior
Baptist Church in Texas when she pastor of Northlake Baptist Church
moves from San Francisco to Waco‘s in Garland.
Pastors on both sides of the di—
Calvary Baptist Church in August.
"I believe the Bible makes a very vide stressed that individual churches
good case for the mutual submission aren‘t obligated to preach or teach
of men and women to each other in the changes adopted at this week‘s
convention. They agreed that many
family partnerships."

churches will simply ignore the 2.

convention‘s decree.
Doug Weden, senior pastor at
Marsh Lane Baptist Church and a
critic of the vote, said many Baptists
will be uncomfortable with the
convention‘s action but won‘t quit
the church overit. .
‘"They won‘t bolt," Weden said.
"If they survived the quote, boycott,
unquote, of Disney, they‘ll survive
this," he added, referring to the year—
long boycott of the entertainment
company.

Baptists Say Boycott
‘Bothering‘ Disney
vention
in Dallas.
doingwhat‘sright,"Landtoldabout
By
C.
G.
Wallace
TheSouthernBaptistsareprotest—
8,500delegatesatthe
SaltLakeCity
Associated Press Writer convention June 10.
ing Disney‘s
practice of extending
health
insurancetohomosexual
part—
Disney
spokesman
John
Dreyer
SALTLAKECITY
(AP)—The
ners
of
employees
and
of
hosting
said
the boycott isn‘t bothering
the Gays and Lesbians at its amusement
SouthernBaptists‘
boycottofDisney
company‘sbottomline.
He
saidJune
must
be
having
an
effect
or
Disney
10 thatamusement
Disney‘spark
revenue,
earningsall parks.Southern Baptists have called on
executives
would
not be complain— and
attendance
ingaboutit,
aBaptistofficialtoldthe
to boycott Disney amuse—
set "Irecords
lastthinkyear.we‘ve seen any members
denomination‘s
annual
convention.
mentparksandmovies,ashaveother
don‘t
"This hasboycott
hasIt traction.
This impact from it," Dreyer said.
groups.
boycott
legs.
is
bothering
.— ""Werespecttheirrightto
believewe
Land‘s
update
on
the
year—old
Disney,"
said
Richard
Land,
presi—
and
practice
as
they
see
fit
and
boycott
brought
rounds
ofapplause,
dentofthefaith‘sEthics&Religious
wehaveavery
honestdif—
whenof ABCs
he mentioned
the recognize
Liberty
Commission.
f on how especially
ference
ofopinion,"
Dreyer
said.Bap—
cancellation
Ellen,
that
He
offered
no
specifics
But,
he
said,
the
Southern
featured
television‘s
first
leading
welltheboycottwasworkingorwhat
tists want changes thatWalt Disney
homosexual
character. ABC is Co.cannotingoodconsciencemake,
damage
ithehadciteddoneDisney
to thechairman
corpora— owned
by
Disney.
tion,
but
he said.
The commission
is thewithSouthern
MichaelEisner‘sinterviewswiththe
"Weinsurance.
will not That‘s
deprivewrong.And
people of
Baptist
agency
charged
apply—
media"If about
the
boycott.
health
ingChristianprinciplestoaspects
of
we Empire,
weren‘t Mr.bothering
dailylife,whichincludestheDisney wewill notdiscriminateagainstwho
Mickey‘s
wouldn‘t be attacking us. YouEisner
keep boycott launched at last year‘s con— comes to our theme parks," he said.
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Specializingin. f

century American cultural view than
a biblical view," Vickrey said. "If
you look at most of the families in
the Bible, they‘re dysfunctional."
But Pollard, the pastor in
Richardson, said critics were using
their modern sense of the word "sub—
mit" to interpret Ephesians, a 2,000—
year—old letter from the apostlePaul.
"You‘re putting a cultural bias
from the 20th century that would not
have been on the mind of Paul," he —
said.

Southern

Sheridan Lambe, Lesw
Joyce Schimenti,

Some pastors said the convention
embraced an outdated view of the
family.
Ray Vickrey, senior pastor at
Royal Lane Baptist Church in Dal—
las, which stopped giving money to
the Southern Baptist Convention sev—
eral years ago, said delegates took a
"slap at women, at any sort of inde—
pendence for women, at leadership
roles for women.
‘"They are trying to create a model
of family that‘s more based on a 19th

l, ifgo
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Mass. Supreme Court Giv
es Nod to Health
Care Benefits to Same—Sex
Partners
By Leslie Miller
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The Massa—
chusetts state Supreme Judicial
Court has upheld the city‘s right to
extend health care benefits to Gay
and Lesbian partners of city em—
ployees.
But in its opinion issued June 15
the high court refused to decide
whether the Legislature must first
approve the proposed ordinance.
Mayor Thomas Menino has
been reluctant to grant employee
benefits to same—sex partners of
city employees without getting
Beacon Hill‘s approval.
The city‘s attorneys decided the
ruling meant the city‘s approach is
constitutional, said Jacquelyn
Goddard, the mayor‘s spokes—
woman. "We intend to go forward
with the home rule petition pro—
‘cess."
Rep. Byron Rushing, who sup—
ports the measure, expects the city
to succeed.
"This is a big victory," said the
Boston Democrat. "Now we can
move on the bill."
_
Rushing expects Boston‘s home

rule petition, which would allow
the city to pass a domestic partner
ordinance, to reach the House floor
for a vote before July 31, the end
of the session.
"We will win," he said. "If the
Speaker lets it on the floor."
Speaker Thomas Finneran, D—
Boston, was uncomfortable allow
ing the House to vote on the
proposed ordinance without a court
ruling on its constitutionality, said
Rushing.
In March, Finneran asked the
high court to rule on two issues:
first, whether the city could extend
benefits to same—sex partners with—
out the Legislature‘s approval; sec—
ond, whether the city has the
authority to define the terms "do—
mestic partners" and "dependents."
Finneran promised Rushing
be‘ d allow House members to vote
on the measure if the SJC upheld
its constitutionality.
"The city tossed the ball to the
Legislature and the Legislature
tossed it tothe court, and the court
has now tossed it back," said Gary
Buseck, executive director of Gay
and Lesbian Advocates and De—
fenders.

"I would argue forcefully that
under the terms of the deal (with
Rushing) he (Finneran) should al—
low the House to vote on it," said
Buseck.
Finneran was not available for
comment.
"The ball is in Tom Finneran‘s
court," said City Councilor Tom
Keane. "If it doesn‘t go through the
Legislature I‘m going to introduce
it as an ordinance and say, ‘Let‘s
do it‘," he said.
Should the House approve
Boston‘s request, the Senate is ex—
pected to follow suit.
In January, the Senate approved
a bill that would give same—sex
partners of government workers the
same right to health insurance cov—
erage as spouses.
Springfield and Northampton
provide health insurance coverage
for the domestic partners of their
public employees by executive or—
der of their mayors. Cambridge has
provided such coverage for six
years. Brookline will offer health
insurance coverage for domestic
partners of town employees start—

mg July 1, if the domestic partner
is registered with the town.
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Heston: We Have a Problem
Following actor—turned—Na—
tional Rifle Association (NRA)
President Charlton Heston‘s divi—
sive comments about Gay people
and others at both the NRA na—
tional convention June 6 and the
Free Congress Foundation last De—
cember, several media commenta—
.— tors have wondered just what the
former Moses is up to.
In the first speech, Heston
spoke of a "cultural war waging
across our land." Miami Herald
Political Editor Tom Fiedler, in a
June 7 commentary, noted, "On the
other side of Heston‘s ‘war," it
seems, are people who happen to
be of races other than Caucasian,
of religions other than Christian,
and of sexual orientations other
than ‘straight.‘"
He quotes Heston as saying:
"Heaven help the God—fearing,
law—abiding, Caucasian, middle—
class Protestant or — even worse
—Evangelical Christian, Midwest
or Southern or — even worse—
rural, apparently straight or —
even worse — admittedly hetero—
sexual, gun—owning or — even
worse — NRA—card—carrying, av—
erage working still or—even worse—
male—working stiff. Because not
only do you not count, you‘re a
downright obstacle to social
progress."
Fiedler adds, "There‘s more in
his speech, but suffice it to say he
also manages to belittle the. Holo—
caust and bait Gays and Lesbians,
while insisting he ‘welcomes cul—
tural diversity‘ and counts homo—

sexuals as ‘dear friends.‘ For vo—
calizing similar insults... Reggie
White made page one everywhere
and lost his chance to become a TV
network football announcer...
Heston, on the other hand, became
president of the NRA."
Meanwhile, author Earl Ofari
Hutchinson, in the June 16 Chicago
Defender, states, "In his self—pro—
claimed battle against liberals,
Gays, women‘s groups and Holly—
wood, Heston has lifted virtually
intact the language ofthe far right—
wing... As despicable as his racial
and homophobic utterances are,
what‘s worse is the virtual silence
of the nation‘s press about them. I
found no mention of his speech in
any of the major dailies, the so—
called liberal media that Heston
routinely. rants about, nor any de—
nunciations by public officials.
This was in stark contrast to the
reaction to the equally silly, anti—
Semitic and racist remarks that
former Nation of Islam national
spokesperson Khalid Mohammed
made a few years ago... The jour—
ney [Heston has] made to ideologi—
cal zealot should be condemned."

\\Former KKK Grand Wizard
David Duke placed Heston‘s Free
Congress Foundation speech on his
Web site, lauding it and urging all
Americans to read it. Both the Mi—
ami Herald and the Chicago De—
fender should be applauded for
having broken the vast silence from
the media on Heston‘s divisive
comments (To read Mr. Heston‘s
speech in its entirety, visit http://
w w w . vpc.org/nrainfo/
speech.html).
In June, GLAAD Executive Di—
rector Joan M. Garry Said,
"GLAAD finds portions of Mr.
Heston‘s very carefully—worded
remarks to be both offensive and
misleading. Mr. Heston‘s senti—
ments concerning Lesbians and
Gay men — no matter how care— —
fully veiled are nonetheless trans— /
parent. Such disparaging remarks
serve as fuel for those who fear dif—
ference and promote intolerance.
GLAAD will continue to work in
concert with our colleagues — men,
women, black, white, straight and
Gay — to ensure civil rights for us
_ all."
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After The Ball
by Vincent Astor

Is Over
And this year, it surpassed all
previous efforts.

I really do wish those of our
Lady A‘s Large List
Gentle Readers (and writers), who
Disyere is the o—fficial list of
are just not thinking at the time,
winners in this years Pride Pa—
would quit calling Memphis Pride,
Inc., the "Pride Committee" or the rade. Oh, by the way, it should
"Memphis Pride Committee" or / not be the "Gay" Pride parade in
our community, despite what the
any variation of the above. Mem—
phis Pride, Inc., has not been a media norm is; If Gay men do not
have the sense in 1998 to include
"committee" since it was chartered
in the spring of 1994. It has com— Lesbians wherever possible then
they shouldn‘t wonder why Les—
mittees.
s
bians do not participate. So there.
I am aware that this is a hold—
¥ ist place Float—Club 501,
over from the days beyond recall
"Afternoon in the Tropics"
when other organizations had a
2nd place Backstreet, "Por—
"Pride Committee" which oversaw
table Disco" .
the festivities near Stonewall Day,
3rd place Bluff City Sports As—
the 26th of June. Please ditch the
sociation, "Rainbow Ball Cap"
"committee" moniker, even if it is
Honorable Mention—One
the only word one knows that has
More, "We Brought Our Own
three double letters (and that most
Patio"
people do indeed spell correctly).
The Judges (HuntefJohnston,
Memphis Pride, Inc., has far sur—
Maxine Strawder and moi)
passed "committee" status in my
deemed—a"Float" to be pulled and
opinion.

a "Vehicle" to move under its
own power.
¥ 1st place Vehicle—Cross—
roads, "Drag—O—Rama"
2nd place Amnesia, "Flags &
Music"
3rd place 94.7 Free Radio—
"Rainbow Radio"
Honorable Mention—Memphis
Bears (for throwing candy)
Hard Rock Cafe (for sponsor—
ship)
Rumors from Tupelo (for long
distance)
Chi Chi Macarefia (for largest
dress)
¥ 1st place Walking Group,
MAGY, for chants and color
2nd place Ole Miss GLBA, for
distance and titleholders
3rd place B—Gala, U of M, for
lots of flags
Honorable Mention—NOW for
inclusiveness
ASU for
distance
Safe Har—
bor Family
€ yurch.
Jackson, MS,
for distance
and inclu—
siveness.
Special
Thanks to
the cast of
The Rocky
Horror Show
appearing
for the sec—
ond year in a
row.

The Survivors Club: Original members of the Memphis Gay Coalition: (left
to right) J.R. Finney, Vincent Astor and Hunter Johnston.
cheering section from Pipeline
and the Playhouse on the Square
Theatre School for the use of the
balcony.

But Now,
The Other Side
We could
not help but
wonder that
the patio at
Zinnie‘s East,
a longtime
cheering sec—
tion during
the parade,
was mysteri—
ously closed
when
we
S
drove down
to the judges‘
— balcony and,
we were told,
open again at
3. Was it being painted? Is the
owner a rabid homophobe (as we
It was a difficult decision heard from B.J. Hefner)? We are
which took a lot of intense dis— on fire to know for sure.
cussion, nay, even argument, be—
We also heard a distressing
fore the judges agreed on the best rumour about a bi—racial pair (not
baton twirler. Jamie Anderson, of couple, mind you) going to Café
course. I think she may have sung Expresso at the Peabody for des—
"Wynonna, Why not?" because I sert. The entire staff and manager
was one of the ones who said it couldn‘t control their giggles and
was a favorite of mine.
finger pointing and actually were
said to have gathered at the exit
We would, in an excess of lar— . when the pair left, like a gaunt—
gesse, wish to thank the follow— let. We think that the Peabody
ing businesses for their obvious should be informed of this inci—
support along the parade route: dent for its rank unprofessionality
Lorenz, Madison Flame, Crystal if nothing else.
Dry Cleaners, Master Bakers,
Bliss Salon.
Warm Fuzzy for July
We also cannot forget the huge
You must, you absolutely

must, go by, write or e—mail the
Memphis and Shelby County
Public Library. They had a fine
display in the main entry of the
Main Library concerning Gay/
Lesbian Pride Month (including
Lesbian, by the way) with a num—
ber.of important titles on display.
This is one way you, yes you, can
be supportive by expressing to the
Library that you appreciate its
inclusiveness and courage.
Just do it.
*
Coming Up
Annual Battle on the Bluff
Softball Tournament, July 4th
weekend.
Fund Raiser for Mr. Gay Ten—
nessee All—American Ira King,
Sat., July 18 at Club 501 at 10
p.m.
Gateway St. Louis club night,
Pipeline, July 11. We hear that
Mike Waner and Jerry Scott of 4F
will be celebrating their Holy
Union that afternoon.
Nota Bene (note well!)
Congratulations to Miss 501,
Tannisha Starr
Lovely to see old friend J.R.
Finney from MCC Atlanta.
Near sell—out for Not So Plain
Folks at First Congregational.
Wild Oats Market and the
Memphis Zoo at the Festival.
Sponsors of the big Rain—
bow Flag were Dr. Charles
Friedman and Dr. William
Castle, Gypsy‘s Vintage
Clothing
and
Jewelry,
Paggio‘s

for

Hair

and

William‘s Massage Therapy.
The list could take up this
entire page.

Drugs, alcohol and depression are thefirst problem.... The next
problemis finding a treatment center where youcan safely be your
self andtalk about the things you need to.

Suren
more than a night‘s sleep

Fortunately, Pride Institute, the nation‘s leaderin providing mental
health & addiction treatment for the gay, lesbian, bisexual andtransgender
communities, has a number of programs nationally.

¥ PRIDE

—

INSTITUTE
800—54—PRIDE
Medicare and most insurance plans cover our programs.
www. pride—institute.com
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Final Round
Estimates are between 1,200
and 1,500 for this year‘s Pride
festivities. This doesn‘t even
count the church services, the bar
activities or Club N—Cognito‘s
annual picnic at Te—To—Tam
Ranch in South Memphis. The
Boat Ride sold out. Pride got
good print and video coverage.
Pride had a major corporate spon—
sor and a radio station in the pa—
rade. How do you top this?
By more and more of the same.
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TheZuniman—womangave —: attack in 1837.Inthemid—19thcen— _
relationships and homo— therefore must be honored and tian, which would you choose? It "—
a Southern Baptist, has problems sexual
unions are outlawed by the obeyed above all. At this point the is painfully obvious that you can‘t
with this new addition to the con— sexual
be more than one. If you happen to‘
The United States govern— SBC sounds more like a cult than
—fession of faith. He respectfully SBC.
Continued frompage 16
should not protect the jobs of a mainline demonination. I ask you, be homosexual in search of a mean—
disagrees with this antiquated sub— ment
federal workers who are Gay or if you have a choice between be— ingful. relationship with God, the .
notion. Says Clinton, Lesbian.
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I
say,
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becoming a Christian.
Even PresidentClinton, himself And so it comes to this. Homo— men are the superior beings and
Memphis Gay & :
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forming sacred, shamanic func— weaving and cooking. Their child—
tions and occupying places of hood choice, it seems, was made
honor within
the various
tribes. forlife. "On reaching puberty, their
Among
the Navaho,
for example,
is final," wrote anthro—
berdaches had special ceremonial decision
pologist
Mathilda
Stevenson
duties, such as preparing the food in her 1896 study Coxe
of
the
Zunis.
for sacred gatherings. The Sioux Tribal members referred
wintkes chose sacred names forthe berdaches as "she," which ledto —
tribe‘s male children. "If a wintke many ofthe white Americans who
[was] in a family,"
one Williams,
Sioux told met them to believe they were ei—
ethnographer
Walter
therbiological women orhermaph—
"that family would feel fortunate." rodites.
Stevenson hosted the visit
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Report:

FDA Allows

Large—Scale AIDS Vaccine Trial

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Tests in the United States were
national AIDS Vaccine Initiative,
Food and Drug Administration
expected to begin this month, the
called the Aidsvax trial a "water—
has granted permission to
Journal said, and in Thailand by
shed event in the AIDS crisis."
VaxGen Inc. for the United
the end of the year.
FDA permission does not
States‘ first large—scale trial for an
An ideal AIDS vaccine would? mean the government endorses
AIDS prevention vaccine, The
train the human immune system
Aidsvax, but merely that trials
Wall Street Journal reported June ® to ward off infection by creating
would conform to a certain stan—
3;
antibodies, though critics say a . dard of safety and that prior test—
Headed by virologist Donald vaccine alone is unlikely to pro—
ing showed indications of
Francis, who successfully battled
vide immunity against HIV. biological activity.
the Ebola virus in the Sudan and . Some 30 million people world—
Measurable antibodies were
smallpox in India, the three—year
wide have AIDS.
present in more than 90 percent
trial of Aidsvax will include
~ There are other AIDS vaccines of those who received Aidsvax
5,000 U.S. volunteers and 2,500
in early trials. But Seth Berkley, during earlier trials, the Journal
volunteers in Thailand. /"
president of the nonprofit Inter— said.

Salvation Army Spurns City Money
Over Domestic Partners Law
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — tic partners of their workers.
"We simply cannotagree to be
The Salvation Army will no
longer take city money and will in compliance of the ordinance,"
cut back on some programs be— Salvation Army Lt. Col. Richard
cause of the city‘s domestic part— Love said.
The army is oneoi the largest
ners law, officials of the charity
nonprofit social service organiza—
announced.
The announcement on June 3 tions in San Francisco. It advised
came one day after San Francisco city officials of the decision in
marked the first anniversary of hand—delivered letters.
Officials of the organization
the law. The ordinance states that
any business that contracts with said the ordinance conflicts with
the city and provides spousal its Christian beliefs on the impor—
health insurance to married tance of family. They also said
couples must do the same for ho— that negotiations with city offi—
mosexual and unmarried domes— cials over the last 11 months

failed to reach a compromise.
"Please know that this is a very
difficult decision, and one that we
did not make without much
prayerful thought, deliberation
and counsel," Love said in a let—
ter to the group‘s workers.
The charity said it would scale
back three programs for senior
citizens and the homeless.
The $3.5 million city contracts
represent only a part of the Sal—
vation Army‘s $18 million bud—
get for services in San Francisco,
said Love.

Francis also helped develop
gpt20, an AIDS vaccine from
Genentech Inc., which shelved
the product after spending .$50
million trying to develop it and
after FDA funding was denied for
further testing amid doubts of its
effectiveness.
Genentech spun off the gp 120
group as VaxGen in 1996, retain—
ing a 25 percent interest in the
new company, the newspaper
said. VaxGen raised $27.5 mil—
lion from private investors for
Aidsvax and recruited clinics

around the country to treat vol—
unteers.
:
But the vaccine has its doubt—
ers. John Moore, an HIV re—
searcher at the Aaron Diamond
AIDS Research Center in New
York said the vaccine would
"achieve no practical benefit to
the population."
He said Aidsvax‘s effective—
ness would be too low to mea—
sure.

Feast For Friends to
Mark Sixth Anniversary
On July 6, Feast For Friends, Friends for Life‘ s semi—monthly
dinner for people with AIDS and their friends and families will
celebrate its sixth anniversary.
The special dinner will be sponsored by Dr. Marshall Koonce,
in memory of his nephew, Jerry Koonce III. Dr. Koonce is presi—
dent of the board of directors of Friends for Life.
As usual, the doors open at 6, dinner at 6:30 at St. John‘s
United Methodist Church, corner of Bellevue and Peabody.
. Pledges for cosponsoring a dinner will be taken during the
evening as well as other donations. This popular program is com—
pletely donation and volunteer driven. The money raised during
the evening through pledges and donations hopefully will fund
the dinners for the upcoming year. To cosponsor a dinner, a
minimum $100 is requested.. As an added touch, your cospon—
sorship in memory/honor of someone special is welcome.

Community Church
P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 * (901) 458—0501 * SafeHMCC@aol.com
Worship: Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
|
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
Safe Harbor — Metropolitan
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Sad to say... We have lost two
ladies to AIDS who Ihadthe plea—
sure of getting to know through my
work with Feast For Friends and the
Memphis/Shelby County Ryan
White AIDS Consortium. Long—
time fighters Rhonda Schultz and
Cindy Robinson will be remem—
bered for the activist roles they un—
dertook on behalf of those with
AIDS, particularly women. They
weren‘t afraid to put themselves
"out there," to speak up for those
who couldn‘t speak up for them—
selves. The "old school" is smaller
now.
Happy To Hear... Their lives
will be celebrated in our hearts, and
will be especially remembered
along with so many others during
the 6th anniversary of Feast For
Friends on July 6th. Dr. Marshall
Koonce, president of the Board of
Directors at Friends For Life, is the
generous sponsor for the special
event. We welcome all to join us in
celebrating one of Memphis‘ most
inspiring functions.
Sad to say... I had to miss the
Gay Pride festivities this year.
Happy To Hear... But with
good reason...I had an opportunity
to take a short trip to Florida on the
cheap. Anyway, I have heard how
much fun it all was, and George,
Susan, Chet and the rest ofthe dedi—
cated people at Memphis Pride are
to be highly commended. They all
worked diligently all year to make
this happen for us, and I hope ev—
eryone appreciates the positive im—
pact they have made on our behalf.
Memphis Pride has hopefully made
you feel Gay Proud.
Sad to say... Mississippi‘s Re—
publican Righteous Wonder and
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott
likens Gays to a plethora of moral
evils from Pandora‘s box. He con—
siders homosexuality a sin (been
there, done that) and says, in es—
sence, one should still love that per—
son (yadda, yadda, yadda). Then he
really stirs the proverbial butter by
comparing homosexuality to alco—
holism, sex addiction and kleptoma—
nia.
Happy To Hear... Alcoholism:...
sex addiction... kleptomania... Oh
my! All of which are official ill—
nesses by the American Psychiat—
ric Association. As pointed out by
my heroes, the HumanRights Cam—
paign, the 250,000—member strong
Gay lobbying.and education group,
\the APA removed sexual orienta—
tion from its list of disorders 25
. years ago.
Sad to say... Where has that boy
been‘for the past 25 years! This type
of fertilizer only encourages the
growth of those choking, pesky
weeds.
Happy To Hear... The White
House accuses himof being "back—
ward" and "out of step with mod—

and with thousands of dollars to pay
for his legal expenses.
Sad to say... Carol Channing, 77,
filed for divorce to end her 41—year
marriage from Charles Lowe, 86.
She claimed they had sex only twice
during their marriage, and that Lowe
spent her money "like a drunken
sailor" on Wallace Seawell, a Hol—
lywood photographer.
ern science." That‘s putting it nicely.
Happy To Hear... "That‘s a
Sad to say... While weare on the
crock," says Seawell, 81. I‘m inde—
subject of unbelievably backward
attitudes, we get this knee—slapper pendently wealthy. I have a million—
courtesy of our friends, the South— dollar home in Los Angeles that
Carol and Charles have lived in with
ern Baptists. Their Convention re—
me for 35 years." Well, I guess that
cently approved overwhelmingly a
settles that!
statement on "godly families" which
Sad to say... Remember me talk—
includes the sentiment that a wife is
ing about "Crixibellies," the
to "submit graciously to the servant
paunchy stomach developed by
leadership of her husband."
many of us taking the new HIV
Happy To Hear... Are you
medications? New reports talk about
through laughing? These people
a far more serious problem, about
should have their own comedy hour
people who look like "apples on a
on"HBO, because they are definitely
daffier than the duck, and funnier stick," with big tummies accompa—
nied by spindly legs and arms. Also
too. I like the more sensible ap—
cause for alarm are "buffalo
proach that partners should gra—
— ciously submit to each other.
humps,"a buildup of dense, fibrous
tissue on the upper back and shoul—
Sad to say... Six men have died
ders which can migrate to other parts
after taking Viagra, the new impo—
of the body. These side effects are
tence drug that is taking the nation
suspected to be caused by protease
by storm. The men weren‘t com—
inhibitors, and are more than a cos—
pletely honest with the prescribing
doctors, covering up their history of metic problem. Some patients are
cardiac problems. Viagra is not for developing heart problems and sky—
rocketing cholesterol. Many others
the weak of heart, and don‘t do pop—
are developing diabetes.
pers either after taking the drug.
Happy To Hear... I don‘t mean
Happy To Hear... The reports
that they died with smiles on their . to scare the wits out of anyone on,
protease inhibitors, but we must all
faces are completely false..
be informed. The medications are
Sad to say... Remember the mis—
ery endured by the Navy‘s Master definitely helping people live
longer, as witnessed by the lower .
Chief Petty Officer Timothy
AIDS death rate. Could these new
McVeigh? The Navy tied to out him
developments be another symptom
with information obtained through
of AIDS never seen before because
AOL, leading to an ugly test of the
people didn‘t live long enough to see
miserable "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell"
them? I don‘t think so, though some
policy. All kinds of rights were vio—
do. But know this...don‘t stop tak—
lated during this modern day witch
ing those meds! "What good is van—
hunt.
ity if you‘re dead?"
Happy To Hear... The Navy lost
Sad to say... Tales of the City
in its effort to discharge without
premiered on PBS in 1994, causing
benefits the 18—year veteran who
a boatload of protests. The network
had an otherwise unblemished
bowed to conservative pressure and
record. Recently the Navy and AOL
declined to pick up the sequel,
reached settlements with McVeigh
pleading poverty. The show featured.:
that could have major implications
a frank yet funny look at sex and
to Gay—rights and privacy issues.
drugs in 1970‘s San Francisco, and
AOL has apologized for violating
even though this type of stuff really
his right—to—privacy and will pay him
happened, it was just too much for
damages. The Navy will allow
our more sheltered viewers.
McVeigh to retire with full benefits

Happy To Hear... Hooray for
cable! Showtime stepped in to fund
the sequel, More Tales of the City,
which is even more frank than the
first show. We‘re talking bare butts
and even some brief male frontal
nudity.
Sad to say... The Drug Enforce—
ment Administration, an agency of
the Justice Department, has long
held that the government would im—
pose severe sanctions on any doc—
tor who writes a prescription for
lethal doses of medicine for a ter—
minal patient. Cancer and AIDS
patients have needlessly suffered
because of these archaic attitudes.
Happy To Hear... Atty. Gen.
Janet Reno has removed the last le—
gal obstacle to full implementation
of Oregon‘s landmark suicide law.
Doctors who help their terminally
ill patientsto end their suffering will
not be prosecuted. I know how dif—
ficult it is for some in the medical
profession to abide by this, but for
the sake of those who see no relief
and want some element of control
and dignity, this is a good law.
Sad tosay... All this talk about
Viagra...it‘s the most talked about
topic in America, yet it is difficult
to find anyone who is taking it. "I
don‘t need it" is the typical male
bravado. Well, I ain‘t proud and I

don‘t lie. My partner said I didn‘t
need it, but I take all.those toxic
medications, and I am 44. Maybe I
don‘t "need it," but I sure wanted
it!
Happy To Hear... Naturally, I
volunteered to be the first one my
doctor wrote a prescription for, and
after our patient—doctor chat about
the wonder drug and its possible
side—effects, my doctor wrote me a
prescription, asking that I report the
results. Knowing my insurance did
not cover Viagra, we opted for 6
pills. (At $10 a holler, you have to
budget your sex life!) So let me tell |
you...I sent my doctor a thank—you
card, and my partner sent me flow—
ers! Oh, Man!! Awe—Some! People
ask me what it does, and I explain
that it increases the blood flow to
the genital area. To save them em—
barrassment, I don‘t tell them it
gave me a rock—solid, hang—your—
towel—on—it hard—on. Glory be! Lfelt
like I was in my 20‘s again. As for
my partner, whenever I‘m feeling a
little rammy, I lean over and give
him little nibble on his ear, and I
whisper, "Are you pill worthy to—
night, honey?" I love to see him
smile...
You can reach Butch Valentine
at BUTCHHRT@aol.com.
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By Lew Press
Ferguson
Associated
Writer
TOPEKA,
Kan. (AP)
—A To—
peka
group
formed
to
combat
the «
street
picketing
of
anti—Gay
cru—
sader Fredto Phelps,
Sr.instances
is enlistingof :
citizens
watch
for
child endangerment on the picket
lines.
Concerned Citizens of
.Top€ka,
formed in 1995 to confront what
organizers called Phelps‘ —"cam—
paign of hate," announced on June
19 an advertising campaign to urge
capital city residents to report their
observations if they feel children

~who participate in Phelps family
picketing are in danger.
Phelps, who along with about a
dozen others picketed outside First
Presbyterian Church where CCT
held a news conference, denounced
the effort.
He called CCT board members,
who met at the church following
the news conference, "a bunch of
hypocrites."

"Why is it that our children are
the safest and most loved in To—
peka?" Phelps said. "It leads me to
believe they don‘t give a hoot about
our children."
Dr. Roy Menninger, chairman
of CCT, said the anti—Phelps
group‘s goal was in no way aimed
at thwarting Phelps‘ constitutional
right to picket, no matter how much
its members "may sharply disagree
with the content of these signs."
"Passersby have frequently
noted significant risks to these chil—
dren: they are dangerously close to
passing traffic; they often carry
signs disproportionately large in
relation to the child‘s size — even
more hazardous in a high wind —
and they areexpected to picket ih
what may be dangeroussurround—
ings," Menninger said. ; _
"CCT has received unexpected
and distressingly frequent expres—
sions of concern about the safety
of thechildren who are engaged in
‘hate picketing‘ with the Westboro
Baptist Church."
CCT began placing advertise—

f 4K4C
ykK
KCK
***H<H=**“

Report Phelps Child ‘Endangerment

after
losing ainbid1990.for gubernatorial
local"We‘ll
SRS officials
to contact.
ments
the 21,Topeka
Capital—Jour—
nomination
He,othermem—
members
investigate
any
and
all
nalads onwillinJunecome
he
said,
and
radio
ofhis
large
family
and
allegations
of
abuse,"
said
SRS
aurge
littlecitizens
later. to re— spokesman John Garlinger. "We bers ‘of the church have picketed
The
ads
will
andthe infunerals
other countries,
appreciate
citizenbecause
interestwe cannot
in this nationwide
port‘
to the DepartmentServices
of Social
including
at
ofceleb—
important
area
and
Rehabilitation
any
rities
Phelps
claims
either
were
monitor
every
situation."
instances
of
what
they
consider
Gay
or
were
Gay
sympathizers.
Phelps,
68,
is
pastor
of
child
endangerment
on theSRSPhelps
Baptist Church.picketing
He be—
picketlines.
They
name
Sec— Westboro
gan his anti—homosexual
retaryRochelleChronisterandtwo
Phelps Makes Third Bid for Governor
last in a second bid for the gover— he considered not running and en—
By
Lew
Ferguson
norship in 1994, getting just 3.4 dorsing Republican David Miller,
Associated PressWriter percent.
who filed today to challenge
He also tried for the Democratic Graves in the GOP primary.
TOPEKA,
Kan.
(AP)
—
To—
But, he said, he doesn‘t think
nomination to the U.S. Senate in
peka
anti—Gay
crusader
Fred
W.
Miller
can win and he was offended
1992, claiming 30.8 percent of the
Phelps
Sr.
filed
today
for
the
by
Miller
having Focus on the Fam—
vote
in
losing
to
Gloria
O‘Dell
in
DemocraticnominationforKansas
the primary. She was beaten by ily founder James Dobson come to
governor,
the
fourth
time
he
has
Bob Dole in Dole‘s final Senate Kansas for a campaign rally last
attemptedtomake
ittotheNovem—
6.
berPhelps‘
generalfirstthreeefforts
election. ended race.Phelps also has run unsuccess— June"Those
radio—TV evangelists
don‘t
do
much
fully
for
mayor
of
Topeka.
in failure. HeDemocratic
finished last
in a This time it will be different, he "It‘s a business.for me," Phelps said.
three—person
guberna—
""You‘ ve got to admit I‘ ve been
told reporters as he and his lieu—
torial
field
in
1990,
getting6.7per—
amazingly
consistent in preaching
tenant
governor
running
mate,
Abe
cent ofthe.vote, and was fifth and
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Ibrahim of Topeka, filed in the sec— the message. I‘m delivering the
message. And it‘s a fun time, too."
retary of state‘s office.
"Even puppies get their eyes — Whether the media pays any at—
open after a while," Phelps said. tention to him, Phelps said, "is a
"People are going to wake up and matter of supreme irrelevance to a
take this party back from the ho— Bible preacher."
He said his health is excellent,
mosexuals and liberals."
He said House Minority Leader despite recurrent rumors to the con—
Tom Sawyer, who also filed for the trary in Topeka.
"I couldn‘t be in any better
Democratic gubernatorial nomina—
~ tion, has "a voting record like health, if these doctors know what
Barney Frank," referring to the they‘re talking about," said Phelps,
congressman from Massachusetts. 68, a Primitive Baptist minister and
Phelps referred to Sawyer as a former attorney.
"They say I‘ ve got the heartbeat
"kamikaze"in seeking to challenge
incumbent Republican Gov. Bill of a 25—year—old man. It‘s a little
Graves, adding, "I thought he had bit sinful for a man my age to feel
this good."
better sense than this." _
Ibrahim, 62, is a retired Air
Phelps, who has led picketing
of businesses, government offices, Force intelligence specialist who
funerals and events since 1990 in was born in Palestine and came to
what he calls a crusade against the this country in 1959.
"sodomite agenda"in the U.S., said
GLAAD Invites AFA to Join
IFS Criticism
The religious political extrem—
ist group, The American Family
Association (AFA) announced that
the Cyberpatrol, the popular
Internet filtering software (IFS) has
blocked its Website due to the fact
that the AFA violates filter guide—
lines on "Intolerance."
Until the AFA‘s site had been
blocked, the group had been a vo—
cal advocate for of filtering soft—
ware and had assisted in the
marketing of another IFS, X—
STOP.
GLAAD, on the otherhand, has

y

3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)
(Security)
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—
long been a staunch advocate for
free speech on the Internet and has
once more challenged IFS in its
recent groundbreaking report “Ac-

cess Denied."
GLAAD Interactive Media Di—
rector, Loren Javier said, "Perhaps
now the AFA understands the value
of free speech for all on the
Internet.
GLAAD hopes the AFA will
combat Internet censorship and
oppose all policies requiring IFS
use by schools and libraries."
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Debunking the Theory that Too Much —
Gay Sex Causes Earthquakes
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scientific research in general — is
hardly a "stereotypical" occupation
for Gay people, some of the same
qualities that make for a success—
ful queer also make for a success—
ful scientist. One such quality is the
ability to trust one‘s own judgment
and follow one‘s own aspirations
regardless of what‘orthodox opin—
ion may dictate. Many Gays and
‘Lesbians develop this indepen—
dence of mind as a consequence of
a difficult coming—out process, and
can later apply it usefully in their
professional lives.
Another valuable trait is a sin—
cere desire to benefit humanity —
a desire that often arises from a Gay
person‘s own experience of oppres—
sion and struggle. This trait is vital
to a scientist, for all scientists face
the problem of how to pick relevant
questions to study out of the bot—
tomless barrel of human ignorance.
Nothing can be a better guide than
a scientist‘s own empathy with the
human condition.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., is well—
known for his research on the "Gay
brain." He is the author of The
Sexual Brain, City of Friends (with
Elisabeth Nonas), and Queer Sci—
ence (MIT Press, 1996), and the
biomedical thriller Albrick‘s Gold —
(Richard Kasak Books, 1997). He
may
be
reached
at
SLeVay@aol.com. For more
Queer Science columns, visit
www. Gay.net.
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: Deep Inside

TOLLTWOOD
by Romeo San Vicente

The Heat is On
Much as was the case with her
partner Ellen, actress Anne*Heche
has the weight of the queer world
on her shoulders with the opening
of 6 Days, 7 Nights.
f
Hollywood‘s been buzzing
about the possibility of "main—
stream" America‘s acceptance of a
Lesbian leading lady, especially
one as outspoken as Anne. Her di—
rector, Ivan Reitman (Dave), ex—
pressed reservations about his
casting choicesoon after Heche‘s
relationship with Ellen became
public.
And audiences have been hoot—
ing at the trailer for 6 Days, spe—
cifically the part where Harrison
Ford‘s character reaches down
Anne‘s shorts to pull out a snake.
Coincidence or no, you can‘t help
but snicker when the voice—over
says "journey to the most remote
place known to man."
Ford‘s movies are expected to
be winners. So fair or not Heche
— who stated in a recent magazine
interview that she eschews labels
and is neither Gay nor straight —
could be blamed if the film per—
forms poorly. Let‘s hope not.
Meanwhile, Ellen‘s ground—
breaking show is being credited,

worker? None other than
heartthrob Brad Pitt.
While we‘re at it, how about
some more inspired casting, like,
say, Tom Selleck as the leather
man and famous homophobe Mel
Gibson as the cop?

the rights to Boy George‘s autobi—
ography, Take it Like a Man, with
plans to adapt the book for the big
screen.
Talk is of an $8.5 million bud—
get, but no word yet on casting. It‘ 11
be interesting to see how the film
deals with some of the more con—
troversial assertions Boy makes in
his book, such as the one that claims
Bush frontman Gavin Rossdale is
bi (which the hunky singer denies).

Love, Valour and
Controversy
sort of, for paving the way for the
Famed
Gay
playwright
new NBC series Will and Grace,
Terrence
McNally
has
caused an
which features a Gay character
uproar
with
his
upcoming
play,
(Eric McCormack as "Will"). But
What Would Papa Say?
Corpus Christi, which depicts
creators and executive producers
Actress Mariel Hemingway is
David Kohan and Max Mutchnick Jesus as a homosexual who se— playing a Sex Monster in her new
duces one of his apostles. The play
say they don‘t plan to make the
was canceled by the Manhattan film which just began shooting in
"same mistakes" Ellen did, claim—
New York.
Theatre
Club over concerns about
ing the show is more about "sensi—
Hemingway portrays a conser—
right—wing violence in opposition
bilities" than who‘ s Gay or straight.
vative
woman who is pressured into
to the show, but at last word was
In other words, expect the Gay
a
threesome
by her husband. Prob—
back in production.
characters (the supporting cast in— ,
lems arise when the woman be—
McNally‘s
not
wanting
for
cludes another queer character,"
comes captive to her newfound
work, though. Faye Dunaway is
played by Sean P. Hayes) to .be
sexual liberation.
still trying desperately to get a film
asexual.
§
A
version of Master Class made,
ys
Versace Does Cannes
which features the actress as leg—
The first film to deal with the
endary opera singer Maria Callas.
Kate Goes Down
murder
of fashion designer Gianni
In an effort to increase the appeal
Titanic leading lady Kate:
Versace
premiered recently as the
to studios, Dunaway is lobbying
Winslet is being mentioned for the
for Al Pacino to play the role of Cannes Film Festival. Produced by
role of novelist Daphne deMaurier
Pan Am Pictures, The Versace
Callas‘ lover, Aristotle Onassis:
in the film version of the contro—
Murder
stars Franco Nero as the
Ari wasn‘t in the one—woman stage
versial biography which explores
title
character
and Steven Bauer
production, but McNally is willing
the author‘s bisexuality. The book
to. write the character into the film (Scarface) as alleged serial mur—
details an affair between deMaurier
derer Andrew Cunanan.
version.
and actress Gertrude Lawrence.
Winslet has played Gay before:
Dueling Susann‘s
St. Elmo‘s Dyke
in the 1993 import Heavenly Crea—
Filming
is underway for two
Ally Sheedy, who stars in this
tures.
month‘s independent release High films detailing the life of famed
Art as a Lesbian junkie, says she‘s author Jackie Susann, the author of
A New Recruit?
the trashy sensation Valley of the
flirted with homosexuality.
Sony is developing the life story
Dolls.
The film contains some graphic
of the Village People, and guess
Universal Studios is releasing
lovemaking between Sheedy and
who‘s being rumored as a candi—
co—star Patricia Clarkson. Sheedy the film version, Isn‘t She Great,
date to play the construction
which was written by In and Out
assures that the action is not simu—
lated, and claims her husband of scribe Paul Rudnick. The cast is just
five years likes the fact that she‘s as Gay—friendly, featuring Bette
more attracted to women than men. Midler as Susann; Nathan Lane as
Their marriage, however, is a mo— her husband, Irving Mansfield;
Stockard Channing as her best
nogamous one, Sheedy claims.
friend; Frasier‘s David Hyde—
Pierce
as Michael Korda (who ed—
I‘ll Tumble for Ya,
ited Susann‘s book The Love
the Movie
Machine and chronicled the expe—
The venerable BBC has bought

HALLOWEEN

&
ha
—

Mon., July 6
Sponsored by:
Dr. Marshall Koonce

Special 6th Anniversary Dinner

iN

rience for The New Yorker); and
John Cleese as a Simon and
Schuster publisher.
The
"dramedy"
follows
Susann‘s life from her childhood
in the 1920s to her death in the
1970s.
Meanwhile, USA Networks is
filming its own Susann project, set
to air later this year on the cable
channel. Knots Landing‘s Michele
Lee will play Susann in the two—
hour biopic, which will delve more
into Susann‘s sexuality, according —
to Lee, but will also cover her en—
tire life. Lee has made a pilgrim—
age to Susann‘s former Los
Angeles home to try on one of the
diva‘s gowns, which she‘ll wear in
the movie.
Romeo San Vicente, who is un—
der consideraton to play the Na—
tive American in the Village People
movie, can be reached care of this
publication
or
‘at
RSVicente@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www. Gay.net.

NEW

Kate Winslet

OPLEANS

HAVE THE SCARE oF YOUR LIFE!!
PARTY ROUND TRIP ON AMTIZAK
SPEND 2 SPOOKY NIGHTS IN THE HEART OF" THE FRENCH
qUarRTERs
GO ON A MIDNIGHT GHOST TOUR _
VISIT VamMPIRES a‘NigHr
ATTEND ANNE RICES®‘ COVEN BALL
RESERVE your space NOW *
October 30 — November 1, 1998

Mon., June1s

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.

*Package Price: $510.00 per person based on double occupan
cy and availability.

$t. John‘s United Methodist
Church ~Peabody & Bellevue

. Feast for Friends is a service of Friends for Life to the HIV infected and affected community
including people livingwith HIV or AIDS, their friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner
is free, those who are able are requested to make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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FREE!
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MANFINDER®

Memphis
Personals
Talking Personals! Hundreds of guys to choose from! Gall Now!

A NATURAL FIT African American
bottom, in my early 30‘s, seeks a mas—
culine, ‘African American top, 25 to 40,
who‘s fun loving, trustworthy, and Willing to be friends before we get: too
serious. You should be discreet and a
non drug user. (Memphis) #10975
WARM. EMBRACE Handsome, 29
ear old, White male, 5‘9, 135ibs, with
lond hair and Blue eyes, seeks a
White male, 18 to 28, who‘s trustwor—
thy, honest, and wants to be friends or
more. | enjoy dining out, outdoor activ—
ities, and cuddling in front of the tv.
(Jackson) #11609
ALL IN A LIFETIME Fit, good looking,
28 year old, White male, seeks anoth—
er attractive, White male, 23 to 32,
who enjoys. movies, biking, outdoor
sports, and spending long nights
together. (Nashville) 211610

CELEBRATE EVERY DAY I‘m inter—
ested in someone, 27 to 45, who‘s tall,
dark, and who enjoys life. It wouldn‘t
hurt if you were also handsome, but I
won‘t hold you to that. (Jackson)
212718

BIG RIG This masculine, good look—
ing, White male, 49, 6ft, with Salt and
Pepper hair, has over 9 inches and is
seeking similar men with similar
equipment. (Memphis) #9510
AGAIN AND AGAIN Handsome, 53
year old, Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs,
with Sait and Pepper hair, a mustache,
and cleft chin, seeks another fun lov—
ing guy for good times. I‘m definitely a
bottom so it‘d help if you like to take
charge. ! enjoy the outdoors, garden—
ing, movies, reading, music, and quiet
nights at home. (Fayette County)
152376
ain

LONGING TO SHARE Good looking,
25 year old, Black male, 55, 162ibs,
with Black hair and Brown eyes, seeks
someone for friendship or more. My
hobbies include spending time out—
doors, dancing, clubbing, shopping,
cooking, and sharing. (Trenton)
©9076

AT THE WATER‘S EDGE I‘m a Gay
White Male, 24, 57", 340 lbs, with
short blond hair and hazel eyes. | like
to dance, eat, ride around, and go to
the lake. I‘m hoping to meet a Single
White Male, 20—35, for friendship and
a possible: long—term relationship.
Looks are unimportant. (Harrisonville)
#17322
WAY TO TREAT A LADY Handsome,
well hung, Black male, 6ft, 215!bs,
seeks Transvestites who love to dress
up in women‘s clothes. Call me and
get with a real man. (Memphis)
#13129

WE ARE BEAUTY This beautiful,
Gay, Black male, seeks another beau—
tiful, Gay male, White or Black person,
who is 24 to 34, 5511 to 6‘4, open
minded, masculine, and a top.
(Memphis) #11361.

(Memphis) 211988

GOTTA FIND OUT This curious, White
male, 37, 5‘8, 170lbs, would like to
meet a Gay couple for a new experi—
ence. (Memphis) #11914
JUST YOU AND ME Healthy, profes—
sional, smoke and drug free, Gay,
White male, 53, 5°6, 145lbs, with Grey
hair and Brown eyes, is home orient—
ed, neat, nurturing, and affectionate.
I‘m interested in olitics, travel, the
arts, reading, and more. I‘d like to
meet a retired, ‘or. professionally
mobile, Gay, White male, of any age,
for a strictly monogamous relation
ship. (Memphis) #12364

OUT OF THE COUNTRY This small,
slender, country boy, 20, 5‘5, 115lbs,
with long, Blond hair, Brown eyes, and
a milky, White complexion, seeks a
Single, White male, who can take me
out of this small town and show me a
real good time. I like drawing, art, and
the outdoors. (Henderson) #13144

soulmate? (South Haven) #11540

INTERESTING ENDEAVOR I‘m a
good natured guy searching for inter—
esting people to strike up friendships
with. A relationship is possible if | meet
the right man: (Memphis) #14383

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN Hot
booted cowboy, 6‘5, 215lbs, with a
short crewcut, trimmed mustache and
beard, and a well built, hairy body, is
into unusual fantasies. Lately, I‘ve
been thinking about findin a well built

man and pretendin
inches tall
so | can easily exp ore every inch of
2311 l mew size 12D boots. (Memphis)

SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black
male, seeks a strong, good looking,
well built, extremely masculine, pro—
fessional, Black male, who‘s intelli—
gent, discreet, aggresswe and able to
travel. lprefert I, bald headed guy
30 to 45, who weigh less than 185lbs.
Please only respond if you‘re able to
travel because 1 live in: Cleveland.
(Memphis) #31937

doorsy guy, 35 to 50, who‘s financially
secure and interested in manly pur—
suits like camping and fishing.:

SAFE BUT SEXY This well hung, 50—
ish, White male, 511, 185lbs, seeks
someone, 30 to 40 for some hot safe
sex. (Memphis) 512028

SOULMATE SEARCHING I‘m a 36
year old, Gay, White male, 5‘9, 210ibs,
with light, Brown hair and Blue eyes. I
was just transferred here so 1 don‘t
know anyone yet. I‘d like to meet other
Gay, White males, for friendship and
fun. Who knows, maybe I‘ll meet my

THE TAN MAN This discreet, safe,
good looking, 20 year old, White male,
5411, 168lbs, with Brown hair, Brown
eyes, and a great tan, seeks a similar
guy, who doesn‘t smoke, for good
times and stuff. (Memphis) #10272

MANLY IN MEMPHIS This rugged,
White male, new to Memphis and the
Gay lifestyle 40, with Brown hair and
eyes, seeks another masculine, out—
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Place

your
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1—800—546—MENN
PARIS PAL I‘m looking for someone to
go out with. I like shooting pool, danc—
ing, camping, fishing, watching
A GOOD WOMAN This tall, White,
LET‘S CROSS THE BRIDGE I‘m a 23
movies, traveling, and more. I‘m a — SHOPPING SPREE This attractive,
submissive transsexual, 40, 5510", 145
year
old,
Gay
Black
Male,
6‘0",
210
fun
loving,
Black
male,
24,
559,
with
a
good looking, hairy, White male, 5511,
lbs., slim, loves to cook, clean, and
lbs, with a stocky build and hazel eyes.
short, low haircut, and Brown eyes,
48lbs, with dark, Brown hair, a mus—
take care of a man. I‘m very feminine
I‘m looking for Guys who are 20—35
likes meeting new people, reading,
tache and trimmed beard, and a deep
years of age, any race, for possible
and passable, and I‘ll do things to you
and shopping. | want to make some
tan. (Paris) 29961
dating and relationship.
1 enjoy that other Ladies won‘t. I‘d love to be
interesting. new friends. (Humboldt)
THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This
movies, concerts, pizza and quiet a full time wife. 26232
©9405
very handsome, broad shouldered,
nights at home. You must be down to
popular, 30 year old, White male, 510,
POSSIBLE LIVE—IN Friendly, Gay,
RECEIVING LINE Nice looking, Black
earth and not into one night stands, |
165lbs, with long, Blond hair, Blue
Black male, a youthful 46, 57, 165lbs,
am a top and not versatile, call me and
male, 25, with a medium build, seeks
eyes, smooth skin, and a great build,
let‘s hook up. (Nashville) 418388
with a slim build, medium, Brown skin
a tall, Black male, over 6ft, who loves
seeks similar, muscular athletic
and Brown eyes, seeks a Gay, White
to give, in every way, because l love to
I
WANT
YOU
I‘m
a
Gay
White
Male,
33
Blond males, with big, ticklish feet.
or Asian male, for friendship, dating,
be on the receiving end. (Jackson)
year old, 5511", 165 lbs, blonde haired,
(Memphis) ©9848
and a possible live—in relationship. I
212177
blue eyed hunk with a goatee, mus—
enjoy television, movies, music, the—
tache. I‘m seeking other hot Guys in
FACIAL HAIR FETISH Very mascu—
ater, the arts, dancing, and much
Nashville for friendship or possible
line, 32 year old, White male, 5‘7,
more. A light drinker is fine but no
long — term relationship. (Nashville)
150lbs, with sandy, Blond hair, a mus—
smoking, please. (Memphis) #13880
#17717
tache, and a smooth, cut chest, seeks
A CRY FOR BI GUYS It‘s hard to find
tops with facial hair, who are under 6ft
A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP This
Bi, Black, and Hispanic guys, in this
tall, and weigh less than 200lbs. I‘m
beautiful, Black male, bottom, 55,
area. I‘m a very attractive, well educat—
not into the Gay lifestyle but am very
140bs, seeks a beautiful, Black, dom—
Vi
d
ed, Black male, 25, 6ft, 230lbs, with a
comfortable with myself. I enjoy trucks,
inant top, 5°8 to 63, who is fit, healthy,
husky
build.
Let‘s
hook
up
and
see
and into very hot times. (Memphis). stereos, movies, eating out, and much
1—800—716—2868
what happens. (Germantown) #9160
#13618
more. (Memphis) #11719
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m interest—
ed in meeting a guy who shares my
fascination for feet and socks. | love
‘em. This attractive, Gay, White male,
5‘9, 155lbs, with Blond hair and Blue
eyes, is most attracted to guys around
my size, between 25 and 45. A rela—
tionship is possible with the right guy.
(Memphis) ©9292
®
SEEKING SOMETHING SPECIAL?
I‘m a Single Gay White Male, 45, 6‘2",
198 Ibs., hairy, built, well—endowed,
with brown hair, green eyes, and a
mustache.*"I have a Master‘s in music
and do massage work in my area. I‘m
looking for a serious—minded individual
to be a friend, a travel companion, and
maybe more. No head—gamers, jok—
ers, or phonies. | want to meet a nice,
decent Guy. (Memphis) #7093
WHAT‘S THAT PEEKING OUT? This
Single Male, 41, is looking for hairy,
uncut Men who enjoy the simple
things in life. I like to read, bike, go to
movies, dine out, or just stay at home
with someone spemal I really like to
see hair sticking out of a Guy‘s shirt.
(Memphis) #16202
FRIENDSHIP MATTERS I‘m a 19—
year—old Male, 59", 180 lbs., with
brown hair and brown eyes. I‘m very
career—oriented right now and am not
seeking a serious relationship, but 1
would like to meet and get to know
other masculine Guys ages 18—30. |
enjoy the outdoors, baseball, music,
running, biking, and swimming. Let‘s
get together. (Tiptonville) #14551
FRISKY FRIEND This frisky, White
male, seeks another guy, 18 to 28, for
hot times. (Memphis) 214063
FULFILL THE URGE What‘s up? This
25—year—old Afro—American bottom is
looking for .a dominant Black or
Hispanic top who‘s well—endowed. ‘I‘m
looking for friendship and possibly
morg. #15103
;
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Memphis
Personals
Talking Personals! Hundreds of guys to choose from! Call Now!

DONT ASK, DONT TELL I‘m a very
discreet single White Male in my 30‘s.
I‘m looking for other discreet White
Males in their 30‘s, for really hot times.
(Memphis) #18001
GET A JOB Slim, sexy, Single, White
male, 20, 55, 110lbs, with longish,
Blond hair and Brown eyes, into the
outdoors, long trips, music, and dirt
bikes, seeks an employed, Single,
White male, 24 to 40, with similar inter—
ests. (Memphis) 214238
ANY OL WAY I‘m a 35 year old,
tanned, healthy White Male, brown hair,
blue eyes, 5°8", 185 lbs. I‘m looking for
a Black Man, who is 22—35 years of
age, very healthy, for a safe, casual, fun
relationship. (Memphis) #17907

«ORAL FIXATION? This good looking,
well endowed, 27 year old, White male
needs to meet a guy into ‘oral sex.
(Columbia) 212235
GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun loving,
in shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2, 180lbs,
with Brown hair, Brown eyes, and aver—
age features. I‘d like to meet two or
three other Bi, White males for regular,
weekly encounters. (Union City) #8845
READY TO GET REAL? I‘m an Italian
Male, 39, a sincere, loving university
professor looking for someone nice.
I‘m tired of games and am ready for a
real relationship with someone age 18—
40 in my area. (South Haven) @16153

BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP | need a
young, Gay, White male, 24 to 30. This
23 year old, White male, 5511, 190lbs,
clean shaven, with Blond hair and Blue
eyes, likes movies, camping, hiking,
and live music. | hope you have a
sense of humor and are relationship
minded. (Memphis) @8585
BE MY GUEST I‘m a very attractive,
well built, Black male, 31, 6‘2, 205lbs.
I‘m looking for someone who has a
good sense of humor to spend some
quality time with. A love of travel would
be great. (Memphis) 28411
SAY NO MORE I‘m looking for a young,
hung man, for sex and love. Give me a
call so we can meat. 713442

COUCH CARESS This handsome,
WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN I‘m a
muscular, White male, 58, 175ibs, with
Married, White male, but I should have
Brown hair and Green eyes, new to the
been born a girl. I‘m a sexy Transvestite
area, seeks other fit, attractive, White who loves to get dressed up in nylon
or Hispanic males, for fun and friend— — and tight spandex, to entice my man. I
love big men, with large endowments,
ship. I love horseback riding, the out—
who know how to treat a lady right.
doors, and cuddling in front of the fire
Sometimes | need to be pampered,
watching a video. (Little Rock)
sometimes I need to be punished. I‘ll
TAKE IT EASY Me and my partner, in
leave all of that to you. (Jonesboro)
our mid 40‘s, live on a farm outside
#11868
Clarksville. We‘re around 5‘11, 170lbs,
YOUNG, HOT, HORNY I‘m a slim, Gay
nice looking, laid back, and fun loving.
18 year old Male who likes the out—
We‘re into light smoke and drink. We‘d
doors and hanging out with friends. I‘m
like to meet other guys seeking fun
looking forother Guys who are 18—22
times, and safe sex, without any com—
years of age. (Little Rock) #17861
plications. (Clarksville) 212713
BLACK ENCOUNTER This sexy, Black
male, neither top nor bottom, but very
versatile, seeks to meet other Black
men for stimulating and positive, Black
encounters. I‘ll travel within a 20 mile
radius of Little Rock for a promising
prospect. (Little Rock)

COUNTRY MAN I‘m a good looking, 36
year old, Gay, White male, 57, 145lbs,
with Brown hair, Blue eyes, and a han—
dlebar mustache. I enjoy old movies,
horseback riding, quiet evenings, and
more. I‘m hopiW to meet another mas—
culine, Gay,
White male, 35 to 55,
who‘s into country music and a country
man. (Cookville) #11810

WHERE IS THE LOVE? | guess I‘ve
been looking for love in all the wrong
places because | haven‘t been able to
find it! This attractive, 38 year old,
White male, hopes you‘ll call soon. \
#13479

TAKE A CHANCE Tired of the city life?
Then let this 35—year—old Gay White
country Boy show you how to enjoy the
good things in life. I‘m 57", 127 lbs,
with brown hair, brown eyes, and have
a hairy chest. I love dining out, movies,
swimming, and hiking, and you should
have almost the same interests. Let‘s
be friends first, then maybe more after
that. (Dayton) #17375

ARTS AND ADVENTURE This good
looking, tall, dark ‘haired, hairy, White
male, loves to be outdoors, meet new
people, enjoy the arts, and spend quiet
evenings at home. Let‘s get to know
each other. (Fayetteville) 713833

FORGET GOLDILOCKS I‘m a 28—
year—old baby bear, 558", with a short
brown mustache and goatee, in search
of a papa bear to keep me warm. \
#15559

A FRIEND INDEED I‘m an attractive
and outgoing Gay Male, 33, 58", 135
lbs., with black hair and brown eyes. t‘m .
hoping to make a few new friends in the
area. Let‘s connect. (Fort Smith)
414876

NEW TERRITORY I‘m a Bi—curious
Married White Male, 28, 57", 140 lbs.,
with blonde hair and blue eyes. I‘ve
never been with a Man before, and I
need someone to show me the ropes
and help me see what I‘ve been miss—
ing. Let‘s be discrete. (Clarksville)
215259
INTENSELY CURIOUS I‘m an attrac—
tive, Bi curious, White male, 29, 6ft,
190lbs, with Brown hair and eyes. I‘m
interested in finding out what I‘ve been
missing. I‘ll travel as far as Nashville to
meet a nice guy. (Crossville) #14414
FORBIDDEN THINGS This Gay White
Male is looking for other Men who will
do hot, forbidden things to me. I‘m
available evenings, and can‘t wait to
meet some big, hot, horny Males.
(Memphis) #17528
SMOOTH OPERATOR This good look—
ing, 30 year old, White male, seeks
someone for oral service, at their place,
after work. You should be 18 to 35,
have a smooth body, and preferably be
in the military. (Clarksville) #14181

SPREAD EAGLE I‘m a submissive
Gay White Male, 35, 200 lbs., waiting
for a muscular, smooth man to satisfy
me. \ #15140 _:
JUST FOR SEX I‘m a Gay Black Male
looking for someone who is 18—35
years old and who is interested in sex—
ual relations, call me if you think this is
you. (Jackson) #19297

EXTRA ORDINARY I‘m a healthy,
good looking, African American male,
31, 62, 215lbs, seeks a loving, com—
passionate guy, 24 to 36, with a love of
life and good sense of humor. | like
being outdoors, going out to eat, and a
little romance. Let‘s go for something a
little out of the ordinary. (Memphis)
©8411
PRIVATE SHOW I‘m a professional,
Gay, White male,. Transvestite, in my
early 40‘s, 5°7, 135lbs, with a smooth,
toned, sculpted, swimmer‘s build. I‘d
‘like to meet other clean cut, profession—
al, Gay, White males and Transvestites,
for fun. I enjoy cultural events, dinners,
and going to the show clubs.
(Memphis) 48546

GREAT EXPECTATIONS If you expect
more, you get more. This good looking,
White male, in my late forties, 6ft,
170lbs, seeks good times with one or
more, Black or White males. You must
be well built and masculine. Hairy body —
INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This nice, hon—
a plus. (Columbia) #13654
est, sincere, Gay male, 26, 6ft, 145lbs,
seeks someone to become friends, and
possibly more with. I‘m independent,
well rounded, down to earth, and open
to trying new things. I like movies, going
out to eat, relaxing at home, and social—
izing. (Memphis) #8746
,
1—800—716—2868
$1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

‘VE GOT THE MOVES I‘m an 18—year—
old dance major. Get in touch with me
if you like to have a good time.
(Preston) 4716688

ARE YOU OUT THERE? I‘m a Bi White
PROFESSORIAL PAL Athletic college
Male, 30 years old, looking for a friend—
professor, 53, 56, 155ibs, into snowski—
ship, or maybe even more, in the
ing, ice skating, rollerblading, hiking,
Nashville area. 1 want someone to —
classical music, vegetarian food, swim—
ming, theater, open and honest conver— _ hang out with. (Nashville) #17364
sation, cuddling, long term relation—
EXCITED ABOUT LIFE My nameis
ships, and making friends, seeks a
Gay, White male, 25 to 40, who‘s Chris. I‘m a White Male in my laté 40‘s
who has an attractive yet rugged look.
healthy, responsible, and able to share
his feelings, for friendship or more.
I‘m seeking maséuline men between
(Memphis) #8351
30—40 for friendship, good times and a
long term relationship. \ 217222
PICKING UP SPEED I‘m a Gay White
Male, 48, 5°9‘, 180 Ibs, in search of a
THE_BEST OF TIMES Young, White
Man with a good sense of humor and
male; seeks hot man, 18,t021, to give
self for a relationship or whatever him the time of his life. Let me take care
comes up. Age and race are unimpor—
of you, boy. (Paragould) #11226
tant. Hey, once you‘re over the hill, you
pick up speed. (Columbia) 416652
WALKING IN MEMPHIS This educat—
ed, sports—minded White Male, 42,
HORNY FOR HAIRY I‘m a good look—
seeks masculine. Black Males, 40—60,
ing, horny, 40 yearold, White male,
who are fun, conversational, and hon—
510, with Blond hair, Blue eyes, a
beard, and a moderately, hairy body. _est. | live in eastern Arkansas, but visit
Memphis often. Let‘s talk! (Memphis)
I‘m into other big, hairy guys.
215476
m
(Memphis) 29043
BE OUR 3RD WHEEL We are a Gay
White Couple looking for very hot Men
to have a good time with. We are both
very good looking, one thick, one not
so thick, one bottom, one top and we
are very muscular. (Biloxi) 217953

NEW TO MEMPHIS I‘m a Gay White
male, well—educated, succéssful, and
financially secure. I‘m a young 46, with
short brown hair,. seeking the same for
fun, friendship, and possibly more. No
strings. (Memphis) #14576
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Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

l ef:

aﬁi‘b

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
_

South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Discussion (Open)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)

ZIP

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
f

Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
I
j
Sunday

Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Thursday
5:30 pm

STATE

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings .are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

k
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Small Endowed? Prefer guys who are?
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—
SASE to: SMALL, POB 610294,
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
Very attractive GWM, 20s, seeks same
for discreet daytime encounters. Re—
spond to: Mark, 5963 Austin Cove,
Bartlett, TN 38134.
Well—built, 31 y/o, WM. ISO guys who
like to watch adult videos, party and
have fun. You must be under 40, in
good shape, a non—smoker. Call 758—
1372.
Pnoros/IntERNET
Photos taken for the internet by profes—
sional photography studio. Memphis‘
oldest — Blue Light Studio, 115 Union
Ave., Memphis, TN, (901) 523—8678. 8
shots same background — $19.95, 8
shots different background — $25.95. All
photos on disk handed to you after the
shoot. Appointments before, during and
after hours. Discretion assured.
Roommates
HOUSEMATE WANTED. GWM look—
ing to share 2 BR, 1 BA house. Great
mid—town neighborhood. Fully furnished
or will make room for your stuff. Want
stable; mature & responsible. Might
settle for sane and employed. Cute
house, owner—occupied, nicely land—
scaped (both house and yard are being
up—graded). $375 (negotiable) plus half
utilities, cable, W/D, CH/A. Gary at 454—
7063 after 7 or (601) 357—1323 (day). If
it matters, owner is the "woodsman" in
July ‘98 Playgirl.
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BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia‘: 2866 Poplar = 454—1366.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub®*: 1349 Autumn #
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
5522.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
31523 1on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
2
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—3175.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—9078.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
= 458—9955.
J—«Wags*: 1268 Madison #725—1909.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
The Edge*: 1913 Poplar.
The Other Side*; 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem®: Feminist Book Store » 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
VICES
BJ‘s CleaningService: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #.
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: =
526—7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ule.
§
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis. Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
‘Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 # 274—8321, 522—8385,
Dr. Jim Shaw.
f
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box

33833

emphis 38174—1803 # 682—

Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.

ID.:
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OU

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
1567.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues,
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @ aol.com.
4F: Leather/Levi group « 3663 Appling
Lake Dr., Bartlett 38133.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726—
9443.
%
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm e c/o Cal—
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd #
525—6602.
—
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
. for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm »
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
335—MAGY for info,
e—mail:
M A GY 97 @ hotmail.com;
website :www.geocities .
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Memphis 38111—1094 = 756—2687, e—
mail: fuzthing@ aol.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
38174 # 324—4297.
Memphis Lambda Center®: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 #726—
0987, Greg Jordan, 381—1258 George
Ettinger, e—mail:
aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o BarbaraJean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): 4402 Sunny Morning Cove,
Memphis 38141.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
._ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN38305 # 1—901—
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
Memphis 381182—0837 = 276—3471
(Charles Friedman).
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,
2117 Union Ave., Chapel # 458—0501.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club # 278—9321
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103
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Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—
269—3480.
278—5002.
0521.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/ It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print— Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles ®
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
# 743—8945.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357—
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
1921.
J.W. IMustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
homes # 386—8193.
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
Memphis 38174—1082.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454—
533—5084.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
1411.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA RK Photo: Black & white photography,
pliance repair # 274—7011.
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
processing & printing services. Full color Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
bgala@ce.memphis. edu.
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
$
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu— See—S: Portraits & photography = 327— Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
3760.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238, That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980. Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
2853.
R
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111 Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
# 678—3339.,
in greeting cards for lovers only » P.O.
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les— McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
bians, Gays, transvestites &
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
transexuals).
"COUNSELING SERVICES
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave., Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800— Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
347—TEEN SThu.-Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Ste. 315 #726—1284.
‘ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group & Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 324—
GAYS » 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30— Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
11pm.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
~ evenings or weekends.
4
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol LINC: = 725—8895.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples & Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
house sitting by competent, caring cauple
grorlip therapy. = 323—2078 » Sliding fee Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
# 726—6198.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
scale.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
7477.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Business: 377—1075.
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435. Transvestite—Transexual National
Sanders
Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
Hotline:
=
(617)
899—2212
(8—2am,
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
Mon.—Sat.).
chological Counselore Simmons, Kelman
3998.
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
LEGAL SERVICES
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
316 # 369—6050.
TheHoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
272—STAR.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
*Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
767—1066.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
2089.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Union Ave # 274—6824.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Couple Counseling/1 # 761—9178.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100 TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 #726— Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
4586 » Sliding fee scale. ~
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Ngrtheast Mental Health Center: # 382— Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
©2170.
880.
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578— Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
9107.
806, # 728—4000.
3047 or 365—9716.
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
LODGING
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 # French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison # Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
767—1066 ext. 42 » Sliding fee scale
523—8912
§
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
available.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
MASSAGE SERVlgES
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
A
Bodywise
Company:
Therapeutic/
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: = 327—
7701.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
4055.
|.
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples, Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
for movement. By appointment only. # Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
578—9107.
s
527—2273.
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
Shane Wilson, B.S.: Individual, couples,
# 753—6300.
{
addictions, codependency & sexuality Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
counseling » 5180 Park Ave., Ste. 125 #
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176. —
land Realty: # 377—1057.
767—1066.
i
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
3
DENTAL SERVICES
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
William N. Castle, D.D.S.; Dentist » 776 Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap—
278—4390.
Mt. Moriah # 685—5008.
pointment only, male and female # 753— Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
FINANCIAL SERVICES
9449.
Company: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380,
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account— Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
sage by
761—7977 or
533—0620.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Beeper 575—1230.
TRAVEL
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 # Craig von Graeler: Professional full body Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Call Kris #
458—0152.
massage by appointment. Please call
387—2083 or 800—861—5111.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant,
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Smith Barney Inc., 1661 International
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
MEDIA
Dr., Ste. 200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, Recovery Times:
Free monthly news—
Second @ 525—5302.
fax: 818—4233.
paper focusing on addictions & recov— Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
FLORISTS
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
Nashville TN = (901) 377—7963.
Travel Association # 465—2936.
—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly news—
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
‘paper published by Printers Ink « Box
THESE LOCATIONS
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454— Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
1411, Fax: 454—1411. *51, E—mail: Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
aol.com.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
:126—5521.
ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer = ~Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
lugggtion, webpages, billboards. # 272—
323—0600.
—
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
1
or
e—mail: Bereavement Express: A unique way to
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
_ ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
express your sympathy to family, friends, Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 * Jackie/
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.
. —
:
Nadine # 366—7920.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Drive # 821—0086.
;
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
. printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers .are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store®: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station = 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*®: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.

Welcome to All
Open
BATTLE

ON

Wednesday—Sunday
1

p.m. to 3 a.m.

THE

Participants

AUTUMN

Rs WUN!

f

HO

HAPPY

HOUR

AUTUMN

DAILY 1

—

PUE

274—8010

PM..TO

7

P.M.

Domestic Longnecks $1.25 — Budweiser & Miller Lite on Draught $1.25 (Frozen Mug)

WET
WEDNESDAYS
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
WELL
SHOOTERS
eae

THIRSTY
THURSDAYS
FREE Pool Games
All Day
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
2—FOR—1 WELL
DRINKS

‘Theme: "Type 58 How Gay men have almost never
been portrayed in movies
61
Less graceful
Casting"
62 Look from Scrooge
63 Bedroom ___
64 Become a blonde
ACROSS
65 Pekoe and Earl Grey
1 Man without a mother
5 "Caught you!"
DOWN
8 Earth Girls Are ___
1 Superlatively sore
12 La ___ (Milan opera house)
2 Milk source
13 Where one may find a date
—
15 How Gay men have often been 3 More than many
4 Zany, like many Nathan Lane roles
portrayed in movies
5 Very handsome young man
17 Broadcast
4
18 Where straight boys often "try it 6 Kids in the ___
7 Out of the wind, to a sailor
once"
T
8 Suffix frowned upon by feminists
19 Kind of bunny or dandy
9 "___ you Gay?" "forbidden" ques—
21 Marina Del ___, California
tion in the military)
f
22 Prodigy alternative
10 Director Leone or bandleader
23 Life stories, briefly
Mendes
.
24 PC panic button
25 How Gay men have often been 11 Response to "Who, me?"
12 Succeeds, like a Kevin Williamson
portrayed in movies
screenplay
30 Word on an octagon
14 Chinese food additive
32 Aromas
33 How Gay men have often been 16 Secure a ship
20 Writer‘s original works (abbr.)
portrayed in movies
23 Works clearing tables
38 End on ___ note
26 Shearer or Kelly
39 Nimble
42 How Gay men have often been 27 Checkpoint requests
28 Abba hit of 1975
portrayed in movies
29 Dernier ___ (latest fashion)
48 Do the Right Thing director
31 Flower child‘s "farewell"
49 To ___ (exactly)
34 Bonfire remnant
50 2001 computer
51 Pat Benatar‘s "Love ___ Battle 35 Actress Stark of Lesbian sex scenes
36 Dine
field"
37 Kind of soup
52 Streisand foe, of late
40 Scalpers‘ transactions
53 Flavored with jalapenos
41 Gay porn star Ryan
57 "You‘re it" game
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FREAKY
FRIDAYS
JELL—O®
SHOOTERS

NIGHTLY
PARTY
NLDs
MIKE ABEL
8 p.m. to 3 a.m.
He‘s Back!

2

SATURDAY
COOK—OUTS
Bring Your Meat...
We Furnish the Salad, Potato & Bread
Starting at 3 p.m.
Longnecks
‘1.25

$2.00
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62

.64

42 beverland resident Peter
43 Hardcore Gay magazine
44 Frequency of most Gay pride pa—
rades
45 "___ here!" (Poltergeist catchphrase)
46 Heavenly instrument
47 Most cunning

65

.

53 Erotic body parts, for some
54 Split ___ (‘80s new wave band)
55 Shelled out the bucks
56 Cruiser‘s quest, figuratively
59 Expected
60 Pre—Stonewall Gay publication
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